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LEWIS GlRAMMAR SCHOOL-HOUSE.

The acconpanying perspective view and cuts show the archi-
teet1lral style of the edifice and the arrangement of the rooms.

No. 9.

In each of the three stories there are four school-rooms, twenty-
eight feet by thirty, with a spacious clothes-room and teacher's
closet attached to each. In the Mansard roof there is a large
exhibition hall, about sixty feet by seventy-five. It is heated
by four hot-air furnaces, as shown on the plan of the basement.
The standing work is of brown ash, unpainted, and the floors
are all of the best southern hard pine. Each school-room is
furnished with fifty-six single desks. The master's room is put
in communication with all the other rooms, by means of bells

and speaking tubes. The hall is furnished with settees of the
best description.

The building is well proportioned, and the pressed brick with

which the four walls are faced, and the white granite trim-

mings, produce a pleasing contrast.

LEWIS GRAMMAR SCHOOL-HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.
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naar, SUCOND AND TaIRD STORs.

8. 0. S. S. School rooms.
A. A. A. A. Clothes closeta.
T. T. T. T. Teachers' closete.
M. Master's room.

ONTARIO TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION, 1873.

The thirteenth annual convention of the Ontario Teachers' Asso-
ciation was held in the Theatre at the Normal School Buildings.

The firit day's session commenced at three o'clock p.m. Prayer
'was offered up by Dr. E. Crowle, after which Mr. Robert Alex-
ander, of Newmarket, who presided in the absence of the President,
Prof. Nicholson, briefly addressed the meeting. He remarked that
he was sorry it had devolved on him to fill the chair ; sorry that the
Presidentowas absent, but they had very little to regret, as the
President had left behind him an address, which would be read by
Dr. Wilson this evening ; the address contained all that ho had to
say to them. In filling the chair, he hoped those present would all
aid him in carrying out the duties, and he hoped the meeting
would be marked the same as the last one was, with conformity and
a feeling of interest in the discussion on the papers that would
come up before them.

The minutes of last meeting were taken as read.
INCORPORATION.-Mr. McMurchy, in presenting the report of

the Incorporation Committee, said the Committee had asked for the
incorporation of the Association as a Society ; all they asked for
was that they should be allowed the privilege and right to elect to
the upper institution three or more members. They were aware
that the Attorney-General, Mr. Mowat, had introduced a Bill to
amend the Upper High School Law of Ontario ; but what they
asked for was that the teachers should be conceded the right to
elect three members to the board. He asked that the Committee
.already appointed should be continued. The Committee consists
of Messrs. Hunter, Alexander, Anderson, McLellan and
McMurchy. Mr. Miller, of Goderich, moved, and Mr. Johnston,
of Cobourg, seconded, " That the report be received and adopted,
and the request of the Committee granted that they be continued."
-Carried.

INDUSTRIAL ScHooLs.-Mr. Samuel McAllister read a paper on
the subject of Industrial Schools. He remarked he had called at-
tention to the condition of vagrant and neglected children five
years ago, and suggested a method how many might be reclained.
Although there had been discussion in the press upon this subject,
yet no attempt to deal with this dangerous class of children in this
country had been made, and they were allowed to grow up in
ignorance and crime. According to the School Report there were
38,000 children in Canada between the ages of five and twelve who
.did not attend school, 5000 of whom were between 7 and 12 years
of age. He asked the questions:-Where are these children, and
what becomes of theim? Why are there no means adopted to train

them as other children ? These children are of three elasses.
Those who have no natural guardians ; those whose guardians arC
indifferent, and wilfully neglect their careful training ; ths whose
guardians, although well intentioned, !lack power and influence
over their children. A considerable portion, however, of those
ignorant children grow up and spend useful lives, as shown by
many who mark their signature with a cross through their inability
to write, but a large portion go to swell the ranks of vice, for viceO
works hand in hand with ignorance and idleness. According to the
Prison Inspector's Report, three-fifths of prisoners had no eduo-
tion, or were very imperfectly educated ; two-thirds of these were
put down as labourers, or have no occupation. He considered ni-
prisonment bad very little good effect on prisoners. Many of the
prisoners were in gaol from recommitments. He had himself seell
a boy who expressed satisfaction at being sent to gaol for 5
weeks. By the Prison Inspector's Report, one-third of the gross
committals to prison were recommitments. The plans on which
prisons in Canada were conducted were subversive to the reforma-
tion of the inmates. It had been asserted by the Toronto gaoler
that he had more hope for a boy committed for 24 hours than one
committed for 24 weeks. He remarked on what he considered the
inaccuracies of the returns made out as to the cost of the maintenance
of prisoners. The cost of each prisoner in 1872 was returned as
$15 40-it should be $20 26 ; this divided by the average number
of days prisoners were committed-27¾ days-would give $1 6 per
day, or $7 42 per week ; this was a liberal allowance for criminas.
The question was, how should they reform this class ? Compelling
them to go to school had been tried, but there remained another
plan yet untried ; completely withdrawing them from the vice with
which they are surrounded, and putting them into an industribi
school, where they could get a proper training and be taught habit3
of industry. The paper spoke of the satisfactory results of the
working at the Western House of Refuge, Rochester, of similar
establishments at Philadelphia, Massachusetts, and New York.
75 per cent of the children sent to the school in Massachusetts a"
reported as doing well ; two-thirds of those discharged from Indl'
trial Homes in England and Philadelphia were reported as doilg
well. This was sufficient 'to warrant the establishment of such
an institution in Canada. The age of the inmates averages fro0a
12 to 14 years. The cost of the Western House of Industry ««00
$2 60, which is decreased to $1 95 ; New York Bouse of Refue
$2 21, decreased to $1 24 ; Philadelphia $2 47, decreased to $1 45;
average cost, 81 55. At the Massachusetts Home the cost was Py
which he supposed was the actual cost of each inmate. The papef
further dealt with the subject of the necessity for the establishing
of an Industrial Sehool for Canada. The Reformatory at Penetas'
guishene did not correspond with the Houses of Refuge mentiond
A model Industrial School should be established here nearly on the
same plan as that at Philadelphia; that each municipality should
be called on to contribute towards it according to the number 01
children sent, and also collect the cost from the parents of the ch'
dren. There was need of an Industrial School in Toronto so tbt
the children found about the streets might be sent to school. ..
Kelly asked if the Truant Officer's services were found effective 1"
Toronto? Mr. McAllister said his services had been effective a0
satisfactory, so far as to the decrease of truants, and in his scho0"'
there had been an increased attendance. After some further d'
cussion, Mr. J. P. Groat moved, and Mr. Scarlett, of Cobouij
seconded, " That this Association have considered the subject of
Industrial Schools, and believe that such a school, if established
the Government, would result in doing great good for the people -
Ontario." Mr. S. E. Glaisher moved as an amendment " That &
Association having considered the importance of Industrial SchooI"
hereby appoint the following Committee to wait on the Gover'
ment and impress on them the necessity of establishing one or o
of such schools in this Province, the committee to be
McAllister, Iirkland, and McCallum." The amendment '
seconded by Mr. J. H. Smith.-Carried.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.-Professor Wilson having briefly ts",
the reason of the absence of Professor Nicholson, who had gole.g
a scientific excursion to the United States, read the foUllolw
address :-GENTLEMEN,-The best and most satisfactory thu
that I could possibly return for the honour you have done n'e b
electing me as your President, would cousist in the delivery O
address of some permanent weight and value. For this, howe
I feel that my powers are insufficient, and that if my gratitul
should be measured by any such standard, I shall be found to
far short of the due appreciation of your kindness. I trust
fore, that my hearty recognition of the honour you have co fet
upon me may be taken as granted, and that you will be conte"n
listen for an hour to some scattered thoughts upon a subject 'e
which I have often reflected-the position, namely, that .

ought to take in education in general, and more especiallY in
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education of the young. In examining this question, it is very desir-
able that we should have a clear idea as regards two points of funda-
mental importance, namely, the meaning to be attached to the word
"Science," and the object, or objecta, which are to be aimed at by any
rational form of education. Perhaps nobetter definition of "Science"
need be sought than that which simply defines the term as includ-
ing all those branches of human knowledge, the ultimate data of
Which are to be acquired soiely through the medium of the senses.
I ara aware that this definition would exclude such so-called
sciences as Psychology and MetaphysicS, the ultiniate data of which.
can only be acquired by the operation of the internal consciousness
of each individual. I am aware, also, that the generalizations of
all branches of science are the result of intellectual operations, and
are not acquired by any study of merely sensual phenomena, how-
ever profound. Still, for our present purpose, the above definition
inay be taken as sufficient, since it inctudes all the sciences which
are everlikely to be taught in schools. In other words, it includes
the so-called Physical and Natural Sciences, embracing all
those branches of knowledge which are concerned with the investi-
gation of the phenomena of the inorganic and organic worlds of
nature. We may stop, then, here to note that under this defini-
tion the sciences may be regarded in a two-fold aspect, whether we
look at them from an educational or from any other point of view.
T'he data of the sciences, the facts which each comprises, are learn-
able by the senses, and are not truly or genuinely learnable by any
Other medium or channel. It is true that we may learn some or
all of the facts of a science out of a book, by the exercise of a men-
tal power alone, and without ever having submitted a single one
Of these facta to the test of the five senses. We may do so ; but
asauredly no genuine knowledge of sense was ever obtained in this
Way, and the sciences, if they are to be learnt or taught after this
fashion, certainly present no advantages over many other studies.
(n the other hand, the scientific, as compared with the non-scientific
knowledges, have the peculiarity that they are grounded in the
ensuous and natural life of the human being. They reach the

higher spiritual plane of the organism through the senses, and it is
Properly by " the five gateways of knowledge " that scientific
truths should be imparted to the learner. Hence, the sciences
,Present, to begin with, the inestimable advantage that they can be
taiught as regards their simpler and mere fundamnental data, at a
tlneiwhen the higher mental faculties are comparatively undeveloped
and in abeyance. Indeed, from the moment that an infant opens
't8 eyes upon the world, it commences a course of scientific educa-
to, which is carried out exclusively through the senses, and which

none the less complete because it is involuntary and unguided.
ien1ce may, and often is, so taught in later life as to deprive it of
ts inevitable advantage, but it remains eertain that the practical

thaching of science can be commenced at an earlier period of life
an can profitably be attempted with the more ordinary branches

of education-if only upon the ground that the senses attain their
Working powers much sooner than do the intellectual faculties.
Whilst the data of the sciences are grounded in the senses, the de-
ductions from these data are purely intellectual, and hence science,'
'n this second aspect of its two-fold constitution, stands in precisely
the same educational position as any non-scientific branch of know-

ge The facts of the sciences can only be disc overed in the first
aen through the medium of the senses ; and even after they ha%

then once discovered, and have thus become common property,
they should nevertheless be handed down from individual to indi-
d I through the same channel. On the other hand, the generali-

'On of science are super-sensual, and are the result of purely
ntellectual operations. The observation of the celestial phenomena

*hich constitute the ground-work of the science of astronomy can
4carried out solely through the sense of sight, but no acuteness
toviS'on, no complexity of apparatus, no repetition of investiga-tion and research, would lead to the discovery of the law that the

us vector describes equal areas in equal times. We pass here
hoi the region of sense into that of rational mind and intellect.

e Physical properties and phenomena of a thistle are presumably
ell known to a donkey as they are to the highest of human
ga-in so far, at any rate, as the senses of the two are equally

C'ent ; but the latter can draw certain deductions from the facts
Whiec he knows about the thistle, which might perhaps embrace the
COUSitgtion of the solar system in their scope, and which, at any
îen are entirely undreamed of in the philosophy of the former.

, science is in its essential condition composed of two depart-
1nts-one embracing the facts of science, which are acquired by

se - of the senses, the other comprising the deduçtions andtelorahizations of science which are due to the working of the in-
alect Upon the facts previously determined by the senses. Hence
a i science, from an educational point of view, must be regarded

yo damentally a quality-its data being most fitly taught to the
eg in whom the senses are most active, whilst its generaliza-

tions are moat suitable for later periods of life, in which the senses
are not so acute, but the intellectual faculties are more highly
developed. This leads us to consider next, very shortly, what are
the objects which should be sought to be attained by any form of
education, and we cannot hesitate in arriving at a decision on this
point. All conceivable forma of education muet, to be of any value
at all, do one of three things, or more than one of these things com-
bined. The conceivable advantages to be derived from any study
come under one or more of the following heads: 1. Discipline, or the
training and development of the mental faculties: 2. Culture, or
the improvement and development of the emotions and higher
faculties, together with the unfolding of the natural Ssthetic capa-
bilities of the individual : 3. Utility, or the acquisition of certain
knowledges, which will be of actual practical value to the individual
in his struggle for existence in the particular society in which his
lot may be cast, and will secondarily enable him to be of use
to his fellow-men. I do not propose to enter at all into a discussion
of the great controversy, whether the above objecta of all sound
education are attained more perfectly by a scientific or a classical
training, or a judicious intermingling of the two. For my present
purpose, leaving other branches of education to fight their own
battle, it will be suflicient to show that science fulfils at any rate
two of these objects-fulfils them at least as perfectly as any more
generally favoured department of knowledge. At the same time
there can be no question but that an ideal education is many-sided ;
and no knowledge, however profound, of a single subject entitles
a man to the honourable designation of " educated." The learned
German philologist, who did not know what potatoes were when h.
saw them, in spite of his enormnous erudition, was no more an
" educated" man, in the proper senae of the term, than is a man of
science who is totally devoid of literary culture. To be altogether
"teres atqu rotundus," aman must know something of many things,
and everything of something. The only real practical question
lies in whether those individuals-and there are, unfortunately,
many of them-who have time and opportunity for examining but
one of the facets of the cryatal of knowledge, should confine their
attention to the scientific, or the non-scientific, branches of study.
Into this question, as I have already said, I do not intend to enter ;
but I shall endeavour to point out how far the sciences fulfil the
three great objects of education, namely, discipline, culture, and
utility, and how far they fall short of securing these objects when
they are compared with other departments of study. Firstly, as
regards discipline, I apprehend that I need say very little as to the
value of scientific studies. That the study of physical and natural
science is at least as efficacious in developmg and training the men-
tal powers as any other branch of human knowledge, I shall assume,
I hope rightly, as being generally adnmitted. Witness-if witness
be needed -the unchallenged position occupied by Mathematics,
at once the handnmaiden and the mother of so many of the sciences.
There is, however, one point of view in which the disciplinary
value of science is especially apparent, as depending upon the two-
fold constitution of science to which I have already alluded. Other
branches of knowledge develop more especially the intellectual
faculties, but science, in addition, trains the senses. The labour
necessary for acquiring the facts of science, immensely increases the
power of observation, and sharpens and develops the senses :
whilst the study of the generalizations of scienee constitutes one of
the severest forms of mtellectual training. It may fairly be
claimed, then, that the educational discipline afforded by the atudy
of science presents certain advantages over that afforded by ail non-
scientific branches of study, It cannot, however, be too strongly
insisted, that in order to realize these advantages, science must be
taught practically. It is not enough for the teacher to rely upon
books, either for his own knowledge or for his teaching. He must
himself have some personal knowledge of his subject, and the facts
which he brings before his pupils must be illustrated by actual ex-
amples, drawn from the world around him. Any science which
cannot be taught thus practically had better be omitted from school
education. Every school pretending to teach science should have
a sinall nuseum and laboratory attached to it. Every pupil pre-
tending to learii science should be encouraged to collect and
examine natural objects for himself ; to verify in person all the
more important facts which he is asked to believe ; and to test by
his faithful sensea the truth of the statements which h. hears from
his teacher or meets with in his books. Of course, some science.
are more susceptible of this mode of treatment than others, and
there is nothing invidious in saying that in this most important
respect chemistry has immense advantages, as regards school edu-
cation, over other branches of science. There is no excuse for not
teaching chemistry practically, but there would also be little diffi-
culty in the practical teaching of geology, physiology, zoology,
or botany in schools. In any case it is not fair to judge of the
value of science, as an educational agent, from its resulta, when

1873.]
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not taught in this practical manner. All scientific authorities are
agreed in stating that science can only be taught in one particular
way-that is, practically-and is it not, therefore, reasonable to
condemn the results of science-teaching, unless the teaching has
been carried out on this system î A s a matter of fact, however, the
introduction of science-teaching into schools has invariably proved
most successful, in every single instance in which the instruction
has been made practical in its character. Under these circumstances
science yields to no other branch of study as a means of mental
discipline. In the second place, as regards culture, it may at once
be conceded that science is inferior to other branches of study, such
as literature-with, however, the very important proviso that the
studies in question cannot claim any superiority in this respect
unless they are carried beyond a certain point which is rarely
reached in schools and not commonly attained even in a university.
The literary appreciation of Homer and Aschylus, of Juvenal and
Tacitus, of Shakespeare and Tennyson, presupposes a high culture,
much higher than could be afforded by the study of science. But
how often and to what an extent can the ordinary educational
course of schools be said to be conducive to literary culture l In
England, certainly, in the great public schools, it cannot be said
that the educational training is favourable to " culture" in the high
sense of the terni. On the contrary, the tendency of English
school-life is to produce what the Germans understand by " Phil-
istines." How many boys in the highest form of a large English.
school appreciate the beauties of one of Horace's odes, or would
find the smallest difficulty in reading the death of Agricola in the
original with an unfaltering voice î Bowever, not to dwell upon
this I willingly concede that the prosecution of literature in its
higher walks gives rise to a form of culture more elevated, more
polished, and more spiritual than is produced by the study of science.
I will also willingly admit that the too exclusive study of science
in certain temperaments, is apt to harden the mind, to close the
eyes to the higher and less tangible elements of human life, and to
disturb the true balance between the intellectual and emotional
faculties. Nevertheless these defects are not inherent in the culture
produced by science, and there is another aspect to the question.
It is easy to make the step from nature to nature's God. To the
religious temperament the study of science must ever conduce to
that highest of all forms of culture, the culture that is implied by
reverence. It is a common charge against science that it is
materialistic ; but the charge is unfounded. Science fluctuates,
like many other things, and it at present may tend towards what is
commonly called materialism. I venture to assert, however, that
science is in its essence religious, and that the time is not far off
when this will be generally recognized. At any rate-and this ia
all that concerns us here-there can be no question that science
tends to iproduce a profounder admiration of the wondrous
works of the Creator, as displayed in the visible universe, a truer
appreciation of the real objects of human life, and a more intelli-
gent compassion for those who ignorantly sin against the unalter-
able laws of existence. In the third place, enquire what educational
standing science can claim on the score of utility. Here, again, I
conceive that the claims of science are undeniable. Always admit-
ing that the ideal education would consist of a judicious mixture of
scientific and non-scientific studies, we must remember that the
time allotted by the majority of mankind to learning is too short
to allow of this general culture : and that the average school-boy
is not likely to master thoroughly more than one department of
knowledge. Havmg painfully mastered the "th. ee R's," the
average school-boy is driven to make choice as to what set of studies
he will embrace ; and his choice is, or ought to be, guided by a due
consideration of what knowledges will be nost usefid to him in his
future life. I say, then, that the claims of science are in this
respect undeniable. Most men in civilized communities lead lives of
an eminently practical character ; and it is no exaggeration to
describe human existence as being in its essence an incessant strug-
gle with the national forces by which man is environed. The more
intelligently this struggle is carried out, the higher is the stage of
civilization which is attained to, and every victory in this fight
raises man nearer to his ideal condition. I am far from saying
that the satisfaction of his material wants is all that the man
requires for his happiness and his welfare. Man is more than an
animal, and has wants other than those of the day. Nevertheless,
it seems tolerably certain that no great spiritual progess la possible
where man's niaterial wants remain unsatisfied ; whilst the satis-
faction of these wants in all cases depends directly or indirectly
uponthe completeness of the harmony between man and nature.

And how can this harmony be brought about? Surely in no
other way than by instilling into the plastic minds of our children
some knowledge of the world they live in ; some love for the won-
derful nature by which they are surrounded ; some acquaintance
with the laws which govern the universe. Most men, as I have

said before, lead lives of an eminently practical character. In
winning their bread they are brought daily into contact with na-
tural productions ; they conduct operations depending entirely
upon natural laws, or they have to deal with artificial products or
machinery removed by the skill of man but one stage froma the
raw material of nature. It were easy for me to unroll before you
the long list of scientific achievements of which our present civili-
zation is the direct outcome, but there is no necessity for this.
The common working life of man pre-eminently demands a know-
ledge of common things ; and this knowledge can only be obtained
from science. How, then, can we doubt the utility of science as a
branch of education? It appears, therefore, to me that if a boy has
to choose between obtaining a certain limited knowledge of science
or a certain equally limited knowledge of some non-scientific study,
such as the classics, he will act wisely in choosing the former. If
he can acquire both, so much the better; but if he has only time
for one, utility alone, in my opinion, demands that he should
choose science. Is the farmer more likely to succeed in discharg-
ing his functions in life by being able to construe a little Virgil, or
by knowing something of the laws of chemistry ? Will it more pro-
fit the skilled artizan to be able to string together Latin verses or
to know something of mechanical laws ? But I will not multiply
examples of this kind. I will only draw your attention to one
more consideration. No one but a medical man can estimate,even
imperfectly, the amount of misery, disease, and even vice, which
depends more or less directly upon the gross public ignorance of the
commonest natural laws, and which might be more or less completely
removed by the general diffusion of scientific knowledge. How many
livesmight be preserved if mothers but knew the rudiments of physi-
ology, or had the faintest acquaintance with the structure and func-
tions of the animal bodyl How much suffering might be obviated if
there were but any general knowledge of the more important laws of
health? How many of the ills to which humanity is heir might be
mitigated or altogether abolished if sanitary science were but un-
derstood by those who frame municipal laws ? Upon the whole,
then, I contend that the claims of science as a branch of edu-
cation stand as follows :-As regards discipline, science is at least
as good an educational agency as any other branch of study, and
it is unequivocally better than many. As regards culture, science
does not stand as high as literature, but it nevertheless holds no
despicable position. It confers a peculiar culture, which, if differ-
ent in kind to literary culture, and inferior in value, is, notwith-
standing, genuine and real. At any rate, some knowledge of
science is essentially bound up in the ideas comprised by the terni
" educated." A man may be as " leavened " as you please ; but
he is certainly not an " educated " man, if he is unable to state
why water boils, or why the mercury falls in its imprisoning tube
at the approach of rain. Lastly, as regards utility,. science stands
perhaps pre-eminently high, so long, at any rate, as our present
civilization naintains itself unchanged. There are, and probably
always will be, departments of human activity in which the know-
lege of other subjects is more important than that of science. It
is, however, probably impossible-to over-estimate the material ben-
efits which would accrue from the general introduction of science
into education. It is difficult in treating of a matter of this kind
to avoid-whatever conclusion one may arrive at-the censure
meted out to the saddler who openly expressed his belief that
" there was nothing like leather." I have not, however, reallY
exposed myself to this censure, if I have succeeded in making iy
views clear. In advocating the claims of science, I by no means
wish to disparage other branches of study, On the contrary, I
have merely tried to show that the full value of science as an edu-
cational agent has not as yet been generally recognized. It is to
be remembered, also, that it is, in the nature of things, the last
comer who has to assert himself. The non-scientific branches of
study are in possession of the field, and sit serene in the honour
which is conferred by time alone. Science finds it necessary, in
its position of a comparative stranger, to introduce itself to the
public, to divest itself of some of its natural modesty, and, if neces-
sary, to obtrude its claims with something of self-assertion. If I
have established my position that science lias high theoretical
claims for a recognized place in general education, I should, in
conclusion, like to say a f ew words upon the practical difficultieC
which attend the carrying out of these claims in actual life. The
difficulties in question are by no means confined to Canadathough
perhaps more conspicuous here than in older communities ; and
they may be summed up under three heads :-1. The difficulty Of
obtaining competent teachers ; 2. The difficulty of teaching science
practically ; and 3. The difficulty of obtaining suitable school'
books on scientific subjects. In the first place, the difficulty of ob-
taining competent teachers, though a very serious one, may be
lightly passed over, as its origin and remedy are alike clear.
Science has suddenly risen into importance in education, and there
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has, therefore, not elapsed sufficient time to develop a body of To put the same truth in another form, it requires less knowledge
teachers sufficiently large and sufficiently well-informed to meet of a subject to teach grown up men than it does to teach boys.
the wants of the new era. In so far as the evil arises from this Adults are much better able to supply any deficiencies that there
cause, it may safely be left alone, as it is certain to cure itself in may be in the teaching for themselves, than young people are,
the long run. Worse than this, however, is the fact that the place and the latter require the simplicity and directness of exposition
of science in education has not yet been sufficiently, or at all gen- which is never found apart from extensive and profound know-
erally, recognized ; that there is no appreciation of the necessity ledge. Everyone who has been at any time engaged in the practi-
of a special teacher of science in every large school ; and that cal work of teaching, will admit this, and I need say no more
there is, therefore, little encouragement for our young men in de- about it. The fact, however, is not generally recognized, and
Voting theinselves to the study of science. This, however, is also hence two-thirds of the scientific text-books in existence are entire-
likely to cure itself in time ; and the supply is certain ultimately ly unsuited for the purpose aimed at by their authors.
to equal the demand. Worst of all is the lamentable but undoubt- It follows from the above that the choice of good text-books in
ed fact that those who would teach science in many cases do not science is by no means an easy matter ; and it may reasonably be
recognize that the one essential qualification- of a teacher in science doubted if the existing machinery is sufficient for the discrimina-
1s direct, personal, and practical acquaintance with the facts to be tion of the few good from the many bad. The text-books to be em-
taught. Book-kiowledge may do well enough for some branches ployed in the schools of this Province are selected by the Council
of education, but it is an utter failure in science so far as concerns of Public Instruction. Now, I do not wish to say a word in dispa-
teaching. And, the more elementary the scientific knowledge to ragement of this body, the duties of which are very onerous ; but
be imparted, the more urgent the necessity that the teacher should it cannot be overlooked that of the members of the Council by which
not be speaking simply at second-hand. When this fact is once the existing scientific text-books were chosen, no one possessed any
recognized, we shall hear less of the difficulty of obtaining an ade- special practical acquaintance with science, or could claim to be ac-
quate supply of science-teachers qualified for their work ; and it cepted anywhere as an authority on any department of scientific
can hardly escape recognition in any reform of our higher insti- investigation. It so happens, therefore, that whilst science-teaching
tutes of learning. There is, therefore, reason to hope that this occupies a recognized place in the school system of this country,
first difficulty, by which the establishment of science, as a branch there is no adequate provision for the selection of suitable scientific
of general education, is assailed, will be removed in the regular school-books. And, as a matter of fact-indeed as an almost inevi-
course of events. table consequence of the constitution of the Council-the authorized

In the second place, we have to confront the difficulty to which text-books of science are in several instances of a very inferior char-
I have already alluded, that science-teaching is valueless unless acter-a most serious evil, when it is considered that the science
conducted upon a practical basis, and that it cannot, therefore, be teaching in schoola is almost exclusively from books. Hence, alio,
easily carried out in schools. The first part of this proposition I the singular omission of certain science subjects very well adapted
shall not dilate upon, as all scientific authorities are entirely in for school teaching, and the introduction of others that might well
agreement about it. No one, whose opinion upôn the subject is be dispensed with.
'orth anything, doubts that the value of science-teaching lies in Of all the departments of natural science which can be taught in
its being strictly practical to begin with. Not only must the teach- schools, chemistry, probably, takes the first place, owing to the facil-
er be practically acquainted with his subject, but the pupil must ity with which its fundamental facts can be practically brought
have the facts of the science presented to him in a tangible form. before the learner. The amount of apparatus necessary for demon-
le must learn from objects, and not nerely from books ; and he strating the more elementary phenomena and laws of chemistry is
Illust be encouraged to collect his facts for himself. At firat sight not very large, and can readily be obtained by any of the larger
it appears very difficult to carry this out ; and our schools, as at schools. Dealing also, as it does, with inorganic or dead nature, it
present constituted, are certainly little adapted for the develop- is free from the complexity which attends the biological sciences.
"lent of this idea in practice. There is, however, no reason in the For these reasons chemistry is, perhaps, the best subject which can
nlature of things why this should be so. The objects and apparatus be chosen with which to commence a course of scientific study ; and
absolutely essential for teaching any given branch of science are it has the additional advantage of being most closely interwoven
Ilot numerous, and could readily be obtained, at little cost, by any with many departments of practical life. I need only add that
large school. As regards some of the sciences, such as Geology, Roscoe's " Elementary Chemistry," the authorized text-book, is
eatural History, or Botany, the objects necessary for practical written by a master of his subject, and is everything that could be
teaching are,to a large extent,directly accessible to both the teacher desired.
an4d his pupils. There is no reason why every large school should Botany can be readily taught in schools, provided the instruction
'lot acquire for itself a good local museum, embracing the natural is more or less confined to the summer months, and is of a strictly
objecta, organic and inorganic, of the surrounding district. Such practical nature. There is not the smallest difficulty in obtaining
a 1nuseum would be largely recruited from the collections made by actual examples of plants whereupon to demonstrate the more im-
PUpils themselves, who would thus be stimnulated to independent portant facts of botanical science ; and there is, therefore, abso-
Observationi, and who would, unconsciously and without effort, ac- lutely no excuse for teaching this subject from books. Under any
ql"ire knowledge which could but painfully and imperfectly be circumstances it is more than doubtful if any benefit is gained by
gained from books. Such a museum, also, would supply the extending botanical instruction in schools beyond the simpler facts
teacher with many of the objects necessary for class-demonstra- of vegetable organography and physiology, along with, if possible,tion ; and, it is not too much to say, would be of considerabtê some acquaintance with the commnoner wild plants of the country.
practical value to the professional scientific observer. That this Botany is so overlaid with technicalities that it does not seem advi-idea is not chimerical has been proved by the practical experience sable to go beyond this. The authorised text-book, Dr. Asa Grey's
of such well-known English schools as Rugby and Marlborough, " How Plants Grow," is an undoubtedly good book, but has several
and I do not despairoof seeing it more or less completely realized disadvantages. The flora, which occupies one-half of the work,
"i this country. In the meanwhile I can but insist that the teach- might profitably be omitted, and the work is not distinctively Cana-
ij'g of science merely out of books, if not absolutely injurious or dian. At present no better text-book could perhaps be obtained,
Worthless, is no fair test of the value of science as an educational but I trust to see ere long an indigenous work on this subject by
gent ; whilst I do not see any insuperable difficulty in the way of some native botanist, which will more fully meet our wants. The

thaching at any rate some of the natural sciences in schools in a teaching of Natural History in schools is attended with considera-
thoroughly practical manner. ble, but, I think, not insuperable, difficulties. Biology, or the sci-

could have wished to say more upon this subject, but I must ence which treats of the laws and phenomena of animal and vege-
collude with a few brief remarks upon the third difficulty to table life, can be taught without much difficulty, but the teaching of
Which I have alluded-the difficulty, namely, of obtaining good systematic zoology is a far harder matter. Still, if only the prac-
text-books on science-to which I would add a few words on the tical method be adopted, zoology would prove a most useful branch

n Parative advantages presented by the different sciences as re- of school education. If the teacher would simply teach to his pu-
ge4d8 school teaching. The difficulty of obtaining good text-books pils the peculiarities of all the common animals, domestic or wild,
othes from two causes, one pecuhar to our educational system, the which lie can get hold of, much would be gained. In this way a
?ther universal and confined to no particular country. The latter basis would be formed for the prosecution of deeper and higher stu-

8Unply the fact that many very unreliable and inaccurate text- dies in zoology. The pupil should study types instead of groups,
ok8 of science are in existence, owing to the common but most and should study these practically ; and there is really little diffi-

nerous idea that anyone can write an elementary text-book on culty in obtaining characteristic examples of the leading classes of
%y subject of science. The truth is that it requires a profound, the animal kingdom. When once this is understood, zoology can be

it above all a practical knowledge of the subject to enable a taught with profit, and every large school can readily accumulate
se er to produce a good text-book for beginners on any branch of specimens of the comparatively few types of animal life required
acience. This may sound paradoxical, but it is undeniably true. for this mode of instruction. In the meantime it is, perhaps, best
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to confine the teaching of zoology almost exclusively to what would after studies. There should be a time-table kept in each school. A
commonly be understood by the term " Biology." The authorized class-book should be kept in which to keep a record of the work of
text-book of Natural History, Mr. Ellis Davidson's " Animal King- each class on every day of the week, and every month the pupil
dom," is probably as bad a work upon the subject as could have been should receive a report as to the progress ho had made in the.diffe-
selected. It is crowded with inaccuracies and mis-stateinents of rent branches of study. General registers should be kept. le de-
every sort and kind ; its style is most objectionable, and it exhibits precated teachers allowing pupils to do the work they (the teachers)
conclusive evidence that its author has neither enjoyed the advan- sou]d do. If they did not do their work themselves they had bet-
tages of a classical training, nor bas even a moderate knowledge of ter not do it at ail. The speaker further deait with school organiza-
the laws of English composition. Altogether it is entirely unisuited tion. A desultory conversation ensued as to niatters in connection
for its ostensible purpose, or, indeed, for any puxpose that appears with sehool organization. A unanimous vote of thanks waq passed
upon the surface. to Mr. Miller for lis address.

Geology is a subject which might advantageously st taugbt i EUCLD is A TExT-BoOK.-Mr. Thomas Kirkland, M.A., read a
schools, and itu omission is quite inexplicable. It bas most import- paper on Etclid as a text-book. He riticised Eico id's defets.
ant bearings upon variotis departments of practical life (as, for ex- wbile admitting the tenefits arising from a properly conducted
ample, husbandry), and it can very readily be taught practically, study of Goometrical science. He argued that there was strong
finding its illustrations in every railway cuttiing, brook course, or presuiniptive evidenco againat the value of Euclid as a text-book
moutain side. It has also iost intiate and important relations frol the followiig fac s That it has been virtually abandoned on
with the subject of Physical Geography, whichi nîay, ieed, be ro- the continent of Europe and in the United States, being retained
garded as nothing more thani the Geology of the preseit. l'lie nui1 mpainly in England and Canada; that it was written nearly 2,000
ber and excellence of the introductory tot books on this subjet years ago, and therefore nust be very iperfect on accout of its
render it invidious for mie to naine any ouie i particular, but it is not dmbodyig late discoveries ; and that it was sot intended to
(4uestionable if Profestor Page% "tIntroductory Text Book of Ge- serve the purpose of an elementary tet-book at al. The fault of
ology" bas ever been surpassed for teachng purposes. t rclid were thei grouped under the followig heads -Phrase-

Physiology, thougb i many respects a subjct of great import- oECy, Lethod, natter and particular doctrines. The phraseology
ance, can only be taught with considerable dihicalty in schools. was condenled as being verbose, especially in the definitions, as
Comparative Fhysiology cau be best taught in connexion with Na- well as stiff and formnai; the uomenclature was antiquated and
tural History; and the more special departments of Human Physi- infelicitois; and Euclid was coadeined for his want of generaliza-
ology sould only be touced upon within certain very deinite tion ti the use of termne. His nethod was described as being
limit. In any case, physiological teaching is useles, unless illucours- o prempte vde again th e of Eucls a text-
trated witd numerous diagrans. As regards tont book , Cutler's pre by the lo tion of hathitihea benvru alrony abndo e rin
" Fir t Book on Anstomy and Physioog" iaay be w hiot respects o es- mi the retoEre of p io the constructions be reain
conmended ; but the little book entitled "Our Bodies," by nMr. ainly to ine Enln the nada of thtre eas th e o nserlyction 0
Elli Davidson, in open to the msame censure as the work by that yascl egoetd byfthe m t f ther pe m fet of seroiti of t
asnor pticnial douistorn e tnd be ay oe icn artcrita sn being no explanation given why any particular course is adopted ;
qustnole if bissu oacet, and "ut laboury erxt e adtona and by the absence of very proper classification. Such fundanental

disaldvatge of ai maîedt ant lof lieaor tranîngte. diio defects, it was argued, could not ho renîedied by an annotated
sgars e bani uir ay for teiahm rhss . Euclid, or Euclid with a commentary. They trike at the very
Phsiogyds tehugh, mt may r uest a t subjecto gr a mpo~ root of the matter, and necesitate treatment of the subject for

profitably taugbt in tchools, wxcept by the aid of mechaical models beginners, on differeint principles and by different methods. l
and diagrams, ;uc as are seldoc availabl . The elments of Na- inatter, Euclid was deccribed as erring in his firwt principles, both
tural shiloophy, howver, ay ho seaonably ad advantageously on the side of excess and defect. Some of bis definitions were
taugt to advanced pupils, and there is no diuculty in obtailnng imire statements; others were not dofinitione at ail, as they did not
suitable tex-hooka on this suject. explain the terins; otbers wore more verbal definitions ; wile

Lastly, as regards Agriculture, it is chiefly of importance to note others were properly theorems. Defects wero pointed out in both
that this suject je not a Seience at ai, i th strict and proper ac- postulaths and axioags, wile it was shown that the elenents con-
coeptation of the terni. Agriculture is what je sometiies, though tain a considerable number of superfluots propositions, w oile tbey
inappropriately, termed an " Applid Science. lt is a "Art." omit some whic h tbey should have macluded. In many cases the
In other words, Scieîitific Agriculture consists in the application to proofs miglit ho sinplified hy adopting a different mode of demon-
husbandry of the sciences of Cemistry, Natural istory, Iuitay, stration. Under the ead of partcular doctrines the deficiency i;
and Geology. These sciences can, as regarde tieir elements, h Ecld's treatsent of angles, parallele and proportion wa dwelt
taught with profit i sechool ; but agriculture aun ony h learnt upon. The definition of au angle hold bave been made to include
upon the farf, and sould find no place i ordinary chool educa- angles equal to and greater than two right angles. The many
tion, ncr indeed i any course of study which cannot b carrned ont atteopte made to inprove upon Eeclid'te treatment of parallels
and enforced practically. Holding this view, as do very strongly, show that it lias always appeared unsatisfactory to matheinaticians.
it seea unecesary that I should offer any opinion upon the snits Hie definition of proportion wae characterized as unnatural and a
of the antorized Text-book of Agriculture, violation of com thon serse. In opposition t taose who argue in

sI closi g thi s iperfect addres, I eau merely thank you for thexain teterms ;o rs w e viit io whe
attention with wlîich you have lietened to opinionis in which o presoure of reaio uid asr a tex-ook iret woadmurged that he

ay find yourselves, periape, i t sone cases unable to concur. The peresre roedry the orems. faect wret toi andt oft in ah
thjet is une upon whch probaly no two mon think exactly anp ke - psta errors and aio s the purpoe of was w n the a thaet con-
ad ain fan fro n supposing that ny own views are altogether frc ctai tons derorbe ouromen f h prluots prnetions, while the
froni objection. I haie, however, feit it rny duty to express iny correcthin dvould hoi foro.Tet actlobjtecin te Eucid-
viws upon this important "ubject with perfect candour, it beoing o mre icn he y houon l vinent icu the m man as ee the

bnoter nowordsea Scetifico snrcbustionsistha motaplcto to prouofsemght entsimlfed begaotne ay differuen od o dectve-

aernd tt ur sorely t caln eimpl hutope tha f t w o suld dfe text-book. Lt was funther urged that boys mighit learu Euclid
huandrey oer " h o scansiof y dhemit oNat f Hstorl rest, witout ecoiUng proficient i geoietry, as they often failed in
nuay Ge e sciences an, as r d their e eet the application of principles, their failure being due largely te
Votes of thaks were unaninosly passed to Profes;or b uicholsln hnie defective etintod, while te sastry of bis tmt takes up 
for his ahly writte pape , and also to Professor Wilson for readiag angch of the pupil' tiae, that very littlo je left for acquiring 
the sancae. kuowledge of practical geonetry. Against the argumett t thas

SeooL Or ANIZtIoN.-Mr. Inspector Miller, in introducing sEuclid supplies al admirable mental discipline, it was urged that
bis subjeet, recarked that if teachers found their uchool not properly the acquisition of knowledge asd mental training are rather separ
organized under the supervision of the Shool Inspectoo, ho (tme able io idea than in fsact, while geonitry, taught by a proper
teachel) siould set about organizing the echool hianef accord ig method, miglit h made equally available as a means of disciplining
to the linîit table, so as to have the work of the chool placed ou the intellect, while the kowledge of the science was far more
a proper yasi ; until teachers do so, they would not o doing jus- readily and accrately acquired. Moreover, it was questionable
tice to t femselve or those placed und r their care. Thonough ex- whether the study of Euclid was sch an excellent trainng for the
aminations should tak place, and a complote record kept of ail work reason, inasmuch as the type wae imperfet. While hie argument
doue in the chool. H dealt with the subject of tests. Teachers wa ever faultîwes, inflexible, incapable of reply, it was conveyed

sould esdeavour t1 make their pupile believe they were earniest ix witho unnecessary prolixity and veroosity, asd with a tiffnes of
their work. Ho considered it was botter to give short leseons to for which ie nover found in scientific reasoning or ix common life
pupiles than long onee The teacher ehould do ail i bis power ton An able a d imtereting paper mas wound up by a caseat againt
ertahlish a good feeling t etwoen hpisaef and t i pupils. Ao teachen applying to geonietical science the exceptions taken to Eucid'

should devote mucl tie to review, whicl wold shelp bilae n is ethod o f treatil it aed y attention being called to the fact that
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the arguments against him were cumulative, and were, when taken
together, more than sufficient to sink any book not sustained by
Prejudice engendered by long usage and undisturbed possession ofte educational field. A cordial vote of thanks was given to Mr.
Rlrkland for hi& paper. Mr. Sullivan pointed out that though
efforts had been made to improve Euclid, ho had been returned to
again in many quarters. Dr. Kelly, Inspector, said that the career
of two thousand years in every country was a strong testimonial in
t favour. It was not quite correct to say that the book was quite

dlsused in France. lie thought there was no process of reasoning
8 satisfactory to the student as that of Euclid. Mr. Inspector
Glashan also spoke in favour of Euclid's style of definition and
argumlent. Mr. Hunter remarked that he was unable to sec that
any book intended to supersede Euclid was at all calculated to do
botter what the old book did so well.

" COMMON SENSE or Loox."-Dr. McCaul spoke of the honour
le felt in being asked to address the Association, and of the diffi-
culty he at the moment felt in choosing a subject on which he
should address them, or whether it should be an address or lecture.
eaving been a teacher forty years, it occurred to his mind whether

he should not address the Association on the duties and responsi-
bilities of teachers; but fron this he thought no good would arise,
for he had no experience in the departient the teachers were mosti
engaged in. The next subject which ptesented itself was one in
'hich lie felt a deep interest, that was archeology, archoeological
treatnent of school teachers ; but this inight be more abstruse than
useful, and whilst agreeable to hinself night not be se to others ;
ie therefore determined on a conversational lecture, for lie beieved

was the-best form by which information can be gathered. Theslibject lie had selected was " Comnon Sense of Logic." lu treating
*ith this subject lie thought it was scarcely necessary to mention
that there is a strong prejudice against the study of logic, in fact
there were people who believed that a knowledge of logic was of no
U8e in life ; indeed, some persons went so far as to think that the

e46re fact of a mq.n being a logician was a proof that he was some-
thinlg akin to a swindler. He trusted that he would be able to
f>rsuade thei that there was a good deal of common sense in0gic. For every nine persons who had what is commonly termedgeius, lie did not meet one who had common sense. The mastery

recondite theories was of little value, unlesa one was able to
aPply thei. The invention of logic had been ascribed to the
Philosopher Leno. The great object the ancient philosopher had
iview in cultivating it was to bring their disputes to a termina-

ton. These men were at the present day often spoken of with
eotltelpt, as being ignorant and shallow. This was a great mis-

e, as the ancient philosophers were men of great learning and
s'earch, and this was shown by what they accomplished in relation

t religion, while labouring under the disadvantage of not having
te liht of Christianity. These men plunged boldly into the

e of uncertainty and drew forth sparks of shining life. They
't inferred the immateriality of the soul from the fact that mat-

t Was incapable of reasoning, and from this they came to the
Conclusion that the soul was immortal. They then went a step
turther, and held that there must be a day of judgment. The lec-
trer then proceeded to say that the ancient philosophers in invent-
111g logic did not intend to bring forward any new mode of reasoning.

ic ls no new mode of reasoning. Logicians boldly say that a
cannot reason except in a certain way. Some men do it

14ituxively, and others from knowledge. The philosophers of an-
tiquity beieved that a man must speak of something ; it was entirely

4 loderu invention for a man to speak of nothing. The lecturer then
ciZoeeded to explain in a popular style the elements of logic, shew-
tie nature of syllogisms, premises, &c., &c. En passant, and

theatrative of the subject, lie gave a brief and huniorous outline of
of " Clouds," the production of the comic poet Aristo-

tianes, and touched upon the school of sophi'ste, who professed to
hieclmen to convert the weaker argument into the stronger. In

th .1sio, lie assured his hearers that they would find it worth
e'r whlel to study the science. As a system of mental gynmastics
re was nothing to compare with it. They must, however, take

hOt to expect a study of logic to give thei knowledge. It wasOfeat service for a man to possess a pair of scales, but if he
eIit6d to weigh butter on then, lie must first obtain the butter.

he' odial vote of thanks to Dr. McCaul having passed, lie said that
orha ågreat pleasure in being present at this meeting of teachers,

asc had been a teacher more than forty years, and lie might
4turliah themu in stating, although forty years had elapsed, hewouhd ]not select any other profession in the world than teaching.
?IeERÂ NANUATED TEACHERs.-Mr. J. Campbell, chairman of ther c School Teaehers' Committee on the Superannuation Fund,s Pted, That having examined the proposed amendnients of the
ojs?33ill of 1873, with reference to the superannuation fund, theittee wer cof opinion that the following changes li the Act

should be asked for :-1st. That every teacher who han been worn
out in the profession, or who has taught 25 years, or who has arrived at
the age of 55 years, be entitled to the pension, even though he may
iot have become infirm. 2nd. That any teacher retiring from the
profession shall be entitled to receive back from the Chief Super-
intendent the whole of any suma paid in by him or her to the
fund, through the P. S. Inspector or otherwise. 3rd. That the
annual allowance to any superannuated or worn-out teacher shall
not be less than six dollars for each year that such teacher has taught
in a Public or High School in Ontario. Mr. Anderson contended
that a teacher, on leaving the profession, should not be permitted to
draw upon the Superannuation Fund to the full amount he has
paid in to it. He held that teachers are placed on a better footing
than Government officers, in regard to superannuation. Mr. Wil-
liam Johnston spoke forcibly against the principle of compelling the
teachers to pay to the fund ; granting that the end was laudable, but
the means of obtaining it objectionable. On motion of Mr. Mc-
Allister, seconded by Mr. McCown, it was agreed " That, in the
opinion of this section, the compulsory clauses of the School Act of
1871, which relate to the Superannuation Fund, should be repealed
as soon as practicable." The 1st and 3rd clauses of the report were
adopted, and the second clause struck out. On motion of Mr. Mack-
intosh, seconded by Mr. Ferguson, a Comniittee consisting of Messrs.
Lewis, McQueen, and the mover was appointed to wait upon the
Attorney-General to lay before him the expression of the Publie
School teachers.

MODEL ScHooLs AND TEACiER.--Mr. Macintosh presented the
report of the Committee on model schools and teachers, which was
as follows :-1. That as teaching is a profession, its members require
professional training, and that no teacher should receive a certifi-
cate who has not received such training. 2. That in order to pro-
vide such training, some existing public school in each electoral
division of the county, elected by the Council of Public Instruction,
on the recommendation of the Public School Inspector, be con-
stituted a Model School, and that all candidates for third clase cer-
tificates who have not previously taught a public school for three
years, be required to receive a training as pupil teacher in some
such Model Echool for that period. 3. That the head-masters of
said Model Schools be first-class certificated teachers of at least five
years' standing. 4. That Teachers' Institutes be established in each
county. 5. That each County Teachers' Association having regu-
lar meetings at least quarterly, be constituted a Teachers' Institute.
6. That an Inspector of Teachers' Institutes be appointed, whose
duty it shall be to visit each Institute at least annually, and cou-
duct its proceedings during the whole of one of its sessions. The
report was adopted.

INSPECTORS' AssocIATION.-At a meeting of the Inspectors a base
of union between the Inspectors' Association and Inspectors' branch
of Teachers' Association wa s unanimiously adopted, and a union
thereupon effected. Officers, J. J. Tilley, chairnian ; W. R. Bigg,
secretary ; executive coînuittee, Dr. Kelly, W. Carlyle, H. L. Slack,
E. B. Harrison, J. J. Tilley.

MODERN CULTURE IN ScHoOLS.-Mr. J. Howard Hunter, M.A.,
spoke of the progress of school culture, referring to that which ex-
isted in Henry VI.'s timo, and to the present system. The turn-
ing of the tide in modern culture is, in Ontario, deeply marked by
the School Act of 1871, and the University Act of 1873. He re-
marked that nothing of a practical character has yet been accom-
plished by the Senate of the University ; he wished there was even
a hope of the revision of the curriculum being at once proceeded
with. What Kant said in the 18th century of Gernian schools of
learning is equally applicable to the Toronto University ; they
needed not show reforn but quick revolution. As the new Act is
intended to involve all needful academical reforms, it would evi-
dently exert a most wholesome effect upon the University Senate if
its proceedings were opened to the public. The friends of educa-
tional progress, who appear to be overmatched by the strategy and
volubility of the reactionists, would find thenselves strengthened by
the sympathies of the graduates and the general public. Repre-
sentation, when unaccompanied by an accurate report of what our
representatives say and do, certainly appears a merry jest. Im-
portant changes in the University curriculum were required of the
institution, to comimand the hearty symnpathy of educationists. The
matriculation examinnations ought to represent, not the state of
hunian knowledge in the days of Queen Elizabeth, but the enlarged
culture of the days of Victoria; it ouglit to represent a good general
basis of knowledge, and should include some acquaintance with the
science of observation and experinient. At present the examina-
tions are overweigited with classics. He did not refer to the area
of classical text required, but to the further exaction of pedantic
rubbish, quite foreign to the general spirit of the authors, and which
tends to withdraw the student's mind fron the liberal banquet be-
fore him. ln speaking of teachers, Mr. Hunter said, it will soon
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be difficult to conceive why the teacher is so designated, for in his
case " the whole duty of man " is held to consist in the filling up
of blank class-books or blank returns, and in the unfailing use of
the authorised text-books. He considered there was a repressive
system of education now being attempted to be carried out in On-
tario, and it is utterly out of tune with the voice of modern times.
The Educational Department were conscious of the fact, and were
seeking to enforce its measures by exacting fron the School In-
spectors, not only the public reports intended for the eye of Parlia-
ment, but secret reports also, which meet the eye of only the chief
superintendent or of his deputy. It was deplorable that in Ontario
they should at this stage of progress have to discuss questions of
the character spoken of; that their contest should be not with ignor-
ance, but with the official representatives of education.

A cordial vote of thanks was passed to Mr.. Hunter for the paper
read.

ExLANATIoN.-Mr. McGann spoke of some remarks having been
made respecting his conduct as Treasurer of the Association, and of
his having been called on to settle up an item which was omitted
from the audit. It was explained that Mr. McGann's conduct as
Treasurer of the Association was irreproachable, and that he had
overpaid his account by $8. Any loose manner in the management
of the accounts during Mr. McGann's treasurership only took place
during his absence in the old country.

THE MoRiAL ELEMENT IN COMMON SCHOOL EDUCATION.-Prof.
Goldwin Smith, who, on rising, was given a most enthusiastic re-
ception, then delivered the following address :-

"Among the various topics connected with Education, which might
be brought before a meeting of teachers, I have chosen as one de-
serving of special attention, 'The Moral Element in Common School
Education.' I mean the effect of the system upon character as dis-
tinguished by its effect upon intellect.

The circumstances of our age are such that, if our education is
common, it cannot be religious. For my part, I think this a mis-
fortune. Not that I think much is to be gained by teaching chil-
dren, or anybody else for that matter, mere dognas and formu-
laries ; but I think it a misfortune that we should not be able to
introduce into the common education of the young whatever is
highest and deepest in our motives to right conduct, and to the for-
mation of a virtuous character. But so it is. This is a period of
religious division and decomposition ; of splitting up into sects, or
of total eclipse of faith. The only great mass which remains united
is mailfestly held together by tradition and authority; whenever
it is exposed to the influence of free knowledge or free discussion,
it gives way like the rest. So universally is this the case that some
begin to say that the end of the theological period of history is
come ; that religion is about to give way finally to science as the
guide of life ; and that spiritual motives will be finally superseded
by motives having no relation to anything but the good or ill of
this present world. For my own part, I am not of that opinion.
I believe that the 'Sun of Righteousness,' though now hidden
fron many by a cloud raised mainly by Byzantine and mediæval
exhalation, will shine bright again upon the eye of the soul-that
the great vital truths of religion will become clear again, clearer
than they have ever been before, and that we shall see more dis-
tinctly than ever the reality and the paranount importance of the
spiritual life. But in the meantime we are divided aud uncertain,
and a religious education common to all is out of the question.
Separate schools we might of course have for every sect or shade of
opinion. But to say nothing of the ruinous waste of resources, the
separate schools are morally, I am persuaded, no better than the
rest. The dogma which these schools teach is morally ineffective.
It is before us and not behind us that the land of promise lies.
Clouds may surround the dawn of the day of science ; but the
moonlight of the Middle Ages, however romantic, will guide our
feet no more. I have seen that way tried at Oxford by intellects
as powerful and natures as high as are ever likely to surrender
themselves to imagination and tradition; and failure, signal and
decisive, was the result. Nor do I attach much value to any slight
or furtive recognition of religion in the way of a deodorized prayer
or Scripture reading. It seems to me better to say at once the
school is secular, and does not presume to meddle with things to
which it cannot do justice. The supreme value of all that which
concerns our spiritual life we may teach ; and we inculcate the
habits which lead to such truth-openness of mind, candour, since-
rity, respect for honest inquiry and for its results. We may make
the child feel that life is a serious thing. Religion itself we must
let alone, and leave to home and to the pastor. But there may
still be in our education a valuable moral elenent, both in the way
of teaching and of influence; and it is useful to review this element,
to see whether we are making the most of it, and whether it is well
adapted to our circumstances and calculated to check the special
evils of the particular state of society in which we live.

First of all, however, a word must be said upon the good old tet
about the silk purse and the sow's ear. Before you undertake to
estimate the work or to blame the shortcomings of any set of
teachers, or of any educational system, you must ask with what
sort of pupils the teacher or the system has to deal. To use a
homely metaphor, if, when we- have done our best, the potato 10
not peeled very clean, the fault may lie wholly in the peeler, but it
may lie partly in the potato. When fond parents find fault with
the goods manufactured by the teacher, they should consider, if it
is possible'for paternal and maternal love to consider, what sort of
raw material they sent hin. If a child were sent with a crooked
spine, teachers would hardly be expected to set it straiglit. And
when a child is sent with a temper spoiled, and a brain clouded
through the injury done to its stomach by cramming it, or allowing
it to cran itself with all kinds of trash, can it be expected that
these effects of physical maltreatment will be cancelled, that the
soured temper will be restored to sweetness, or the clouded brain
cleared by any skill in teaching, or by any system of education you
can desire ? If such a child learns anything, and is trained to any
sort of decency in behaviour, is it not as much as the parent can
expect ? The Governor-General was reported the other day to have
made some remarks on the fractiousness and rudeness of the A me-
rican children you meet on the cars and steamboats. The travelling
American is not the best specimen ; and when you come to live in
A merican homes, you will find many of then as well governed as
any you see elsewhere. Still, the general unruliness of children in
the States is a fact which cannot be denied ; and as the social con-
ditions are pretty nuch the sane, I suppose we are not safe against
the contagion here. It is the excess of the democratic spirit in
their raw democracies which extends to the household, and prevents
the due exercise of authority there. Added to this is the prema-
ture mannishness produced among tbe boys in these growing com-
mercial countries by the prospect of early independence. Early
independence is a great thing in itself, but the effects on domestic
relations and private character are not always pleasant. I have
seen a whole party of schoolboys, mere children, waiting for a street
car, go into a neighbouring tavern to get their nips, and you find
cigars in the mouths of mannikins not much bigger than a nonkey.
The nippers and smokers, when at home, are probably not remark-
able for paying respect to grey hairs. Here, again, it is only to a
very limited extent that the school can be expected to contend
against the general bent and bias of society. We must look mainly
to other influences, which, as things settle down in these new com-
munities, will probably come into play. It is to be hoped, among
other things, that some day Governmient itself, the centre and pat-
tern of all authority, will become again an object of reverence and
a source of reverential feeling, though without ceasing to be based
upon the national will. While it is a partisan fight, and a doni-
nation of such persons as nature selects by that mode of struggle
for political existence, the evil influence will be felt in all our rela-
tions and in every home. The direct moral influence of learning
to read and write has perhaps been overstated. Statistics are pro-
duced to show that the najority of criminals are ignorant. But is
their crime the consequence of their ignorance, or are both the con-
sequences of their having been brought up in the gutter 1 Besides,
when I was a member of a Popular Education Commission in Eng-
land, it came under ny notice that these statistics were vitiated by
another unsuspected circumstance-a strange tendency on the part
of criminals to conceal the fact of their having received education.
Perhaps they thought it might be deened an aggravation of their
case ; at all events, the chaplain of the gaol found that prisoners
set down as unable to read or write could really do both. That
ability to read and write may be used for very objectionable pur-
poses we have, unfortunately, proof enough. Education gives a
man larger powers, which may be used for good or evil. It openS
new avenues to his mind through which good or evil influences may
find their way. There is happily, however, no doubt on which side
practically the balance lies. A comparison of the educated with
the unedocated nations demonstrates that in the gross education
leads to virtue. Perhaps there is no nation in which the distinc-
tion between intelligence and morality is more marked than among
our neighbours to the South ; yet no one can have lived among the
Americans without being convinced that their intelligence is on the
whole a moral force. Most direct, and probably most effective,
among the moral elements of the systen is the discipline of tic
school. It is of especial importance in a country like ours, where,
as I have said, authority and respect for authority are impaired bY
the excess of the democratic spirit, but yet unchecked by politica
experience, and stili in a state of violent motion against the well-
renembered evils of despotism and privilege in the old world. It
is needless to tell you, who know so well, in what a good discipline
consists. Reasonable laws, sucli as the child, as its intelligence
opens, may 'learly see to be for its good, inflexibly enforced, Or
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relaxed only for reasons as strong as those for which they were
Made. Nothing needless and vexatious either in the way of rules
or interference. Gentle admonition when an offence is not wilful

reproof when necessary, but measured and appropriate to the
Offence. In the last resort punishment, not inflicted in anger, but
8o inflicted that the culprit shall fear to offend again. Such are
the well-known and commonplace elenents of a good discipline in
schools or elsewhere. It is well to remember that reproof as well
as Punishment may be made ineffective, and worse than ineffective

it may be made the means of deadening a child's moral sensibility
by indiscriminate use. If we would have a child mind what we
say, we must let him see that we mind what we say ourselves. In
children obedience itself is a virtue, and a habit which it is neces-
sary to cultivate ; yet so far as their understanding goes, it is well
tO let them know the reasons for the laws they obey, especially in
a country where they are law-makers in posse themselves. They
Will thus see that punishment in case of breach of the law is neces-
5ary, and brought on them by their own act. Perhaps an hour or
two in the course of each school year might be well employed in
explaining to the school the reasoris of the discipline they are under.
A System of school discipline based on these obvious principles.
arnd administered with steadiness, may produce a good and lasting
effect on the character of our young democracy.

It is now an axiom that as much of kindness and even of affec-
tionateness should be infused into the system as possible, and that
the child should be allowed to feel as little difference as possible
between school and home. Perhaps in many cases already, if the
child feels a difference, it is not to the advantage of home. But
still school, compared with home, must be a place of discipline ; it
cannot be all sweetness and picnics. Men in after life do iot work
for love of labour, but under the pressure of need; and I am afraid
children will never learn their lessons entirely from love of learn-
"ng. The idle will need the spur, and the unruly will need tbe
rein. It will be well if spur and rein can be so applied as to im-
Prove the character instead of injuring it, as they did in the old
Rogging times.

Of the prize system, so much discussed, this perhaps may be said
that, as the world now goes, competition is the law of after life,
and competition at school may at least be fair, which that of after
Mife is often far from being. But, on the other hand, there is truth
1n1 the objections urged in a poetic form by Cowper against the use
of emulation as a stimulus.

'Boys once on fire with that contentious zeal
Feel all the rage that female rivals feel;
The p*ie of beaunty in a woman's eyes
Nor brighter loom in them the scholar's prize,
The spirit of that competition burns
With all varieties of ills by turns ;
Each vainly magnifies his own success,
Resents his fellow's, wishes it were less,
Exults in his miscarriage if he fail,
Deems his reward too great if he prevail,
And labours to surpass hlm day and night,
Less for improvement than to tickle spite,
The spur is powerful, and I grant its force
It pricks the genius forward in its course,
Allows short time for play, and none for sloth,
And felt alike by each, atlvances both ;
But judge when so much evil intervenes,
The end, though plausible, not worth the means.'

On the whole, I would submit that the principle of rewards, given
all who come up to a certain standard, is better than that of

erizes given by competition, and if the stimulus afforded by it is
'ot equally powerful, I believe it is powerful enough.

te put the moral influence of the system before that of the charac-
er of the individual teacher, because I believe that in a general way

thore is to be hoped from system in all its departnents than fronithe individual. The ideal teacher-the teacher wlo is painted in
t11 essays on education, and whon school trustees and parents ex-
'et to get-may be defined as an archangel at five hundred dollars
Year. But even the more attainable excellence, the excellence of
e Mnan who has a special genius for education, is as rare as any

Qer kind of excellence. Among all the eminent and highly paid
tchers I have known, I think I could count on the fingers of one

Id those who had a special genius for their calling. There is no
in laying on ourselves, or on others, burdens of expectation

sel(esponsibility too heavy to be borne. We only discourage our-
t1a from doing that which is really within our power. The most

t can be expected of an ordinary teacher is that a good system
it given, he or she shall faithfully carry it into effect. For this

W suffice to have, in addition to common sense, diligence,
loIctality, ordinary good temper, and ordinary self-control, with-
ai ti magnetism and electricity which we are sometimes told it is

ostriminal in a school teacher to be without, though magnet-
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ism and electricity are not often found in parents or trustees.
With the qualities I have named and a tolerable system, a teacher
may be sure that he is improving the character as well as informing
the minds of children, and doing a good work in both ways for
the commonwealth, though he may not be a village Arnold. The
very numbers would render it impossible for a public school teacher
to be a moral missionary to each child.

The moral parts of the teaching are moral science, social science
and history. Physical science has a moral aspect, as it impresses
on us the nlecessity and duty of conformity to the physical laws of
our being ; but this idea, though its influence in the adult world is
daily growing, hardly yet penetrates the mind of a child.

The modicuin of moral science communicable to children is not
perhaps yet very potent. A child knows what it is to be good ; the
great thing is to make him desire to be good. And this is to be
done, not so much by analysing goodness for him as by presenting
to him its image in a way to make it the object of his affection.
This may be done either by history and biography or by fiction.

It is time that our school histories should be written on some de-
finite principle, and with some definite object ; for at present they
are written for the most part without either. Yet their character
is not without importance. I doubt whether a more active, or a
more virulent poison was ever infused into the veins of a nation
than that which is infused into the veins of the American nation by
such school histories as are used in the United States. What can
be expected if people are fed through their childhood on such
stimulants of national vanity and malignity ? But our common
school histories, though not positively noxious like the American,
are generally poor stuff. If they are not poison they are saw-
dust-dry epitomes with mechanical duties devoid alike of power
and of nourishment. It would be almost better that children, in-
stead of being thus repelled from the subject, should pick up
their notions of history as they can. There may be said to be two
elements in history, the philosophical and ethical. The philosophy
of history is hardly yet in a condition to be presented to the
young, but of the ethical part more might be made by simple
and vivid descriptions of great characters and great events, such
as would fix them in the imaginations and touch the beart. His-
tory thus taught would be no ineffective school of public virtue,
especially of the love of our country, which is specially needed
to correct the somewhat selfish and self-isolating tendencies of
our race, and which we may cultivate in its good and moral side
without running into the extravagance of Americans. Examples of
private virtue will be furnished by biography, and I believe that well-
written lives such as that model of biography 'Southey's Life of Nel-
son,' make a real and lasting impression on the minds of the young.
I am almost afraid to speak of tiction. Charles Kingsley said the
other day that he would as soon think of eating a dead dog as of
reading a sensation novel. The amount of dead dogs people are
daily eating is beginning to tell, depend upon it, on the mental
habits of the eaters. But good tales are, and always have been,
powerful instruments of moral education, both for children and for
adults. I mean by a good tale not a goody tale, rewarding precoci-
ous virtue with plum-pudding, but those which present moral
beauty in a winning way, and enlist the child's heart on the side of
right. Few literary men have rendered greater service to this gen-
eration than Hans Andersen. I cannot help thinking that if in-
stead of the dry reading to which children are condemned in read-
ing books, it were possible to introduce a few good short tales,
something might be done towards giving a right direction to their
sympathies and tastes.

There is reason to hope that the day is approaching when Social
and Economical Science willbe made available for educational purposes
in a way that will have a good effect on national character. I do not
mean dry political economy, or the things that are discussed by So-
cial Science Associations. I mean the great laws of our social and
economical being. The one great lesson now taught our pupils
from childhood upwards is to rise inlife. Itis not only the prize sys-
tem that fosters this notion in our young citizens ; it is instilled
into them at every pore. To clamber over the heads of our fellows
is the only way to respectability and happiness ; to exist contented
and do your duty in the station of life to which you are called is
degradation and misery. Thus education, especially in the United
States, becomes a preaching of universal discontent. Hardly a
farmer's child thereis willing to remainquietly onthe farm. It would
be injurious to- the commonwealth as well as to the individual to
check honest ambition, whether commercial or of any other kind.
But the number of those who can really rise must be small. The
great majority must, after all, look for their happiness in the sphere
in which they are born. They must find their dignity and their
comfort in their position as members of humanity, and as fellow-
workers in a work the lowest part of which is as necessary as the
highest, or rather in which there is no lowest or highest, but ail the
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parts and all the workers are really equal, and the wages of all who
do their appointed work will be the sanie in the end. This is the
lesson which social science and political economy, rightly studied,
are calculated to teach. They show our relations to each other, our
dependence on each other, and the equality of all, except idlers,
in the social and industrial frame. A calming hand might thus be
laid upon the fevenish ambition and cupidity which, amidst the ex-
citing influences of a new commercial country, threaten alike the
virtue and the happiness of society.

I need not dwell upon the effects of drill and of regular and rythm-
ical movements which have a certain influence on character, or on
those of decorations, pictures, and so forth, which give effect to
character through the taste. But I would say one earnest word in
favour of music, all the more as it was unhappily not tauglit in Eng-
lish boys' schools when I was a boy. Surely it is an influence greatly
needed by human nature everywhore, and above all in these rest-
less, eager, hard gold-digging communities in the new world. That
the love of music need not interfere with practical energy, the land
of Bismarck and Von Moltke is a proof. It conduces to domesti-
city, and it may supply one antidote to that most fatal of ail the
plagues that have ever ravaged humanity-the growing passion for
strong drink.

There is no use in pitching anything too high. The first duty of
a school must be to teach the elementary subjects which it purposes
to teach, and by its results of that kind the school must be mainly
judged. But the moral effects are not to be left out of sight. We
must remember, and in times like these it behoves us especially to
remember, that we are training not only the trader or the mechanic,
but the Canadian and the man."

Mr. J. Hunter moved a vote of thanks to Professor Smith for
the admirable and practical lesson he had just given to them;
seconded by Mr. Harrison; carried amid applause.

The Chairman announced that Professor Smith had consented to
become President of the Ontario Teachers' Association. (Applause.)
Professor Smith thanked them for the honour done him. He would
be most happy to do anything he could to help the Association.
(Applause.)

TowNsHIr BoÂRDs v. SCHoOL SEcTIoN BOARDS.-Mr. Jas. Turn-
bull, B.A., read a paper on the above subject. He remarked that
it would be unjust to undervalue the services which the presont
School Section Boards have rendered to the Province in the cause
of education. The following is a recapitulation of the supposed
disadvantages and advantages in the Township Board system :-
The change has not been demanded by the mass .of the people.
The difficulty in making a proper division of school property. The
lack of a suitable distribution of the trustees, and consequent neglect
and favouritism. Poor and imall sections assisted by the more
wealthy part of the township. Let what is considered by some well
enough alone. A desire to retain power, and a fear that the new
Board would not take sufficient interest in all the schools. Advant-
ages :-Economy in time and money and in the number of- school
officers. The convenience to parents by the* abolishing of section
boundaries. The saving of expenditure in having a sufficient num-
ber of school-houses, and no more, in each township, thus effecting
a saving in the erection of buildings, keeping them in repair, with
their grounds, &c., and economy in the number of teachers em-
ployed. The permanency of teachers in their position, tending to
increased efficiency in the schools and a saving of time on the part
of the pupils. An impartial tribunal, from which the teacher will
never fail to secure justice, which he does not always receive at the
hands of the present Boards. Payment of salary quarterly.
Teschers' residences. Increased remuneration and consequent ad-
herence to the profession, if not for life at least for a greater length
of time than is usual on the part of many at present. The exanple
of many of the States of the Union, which have adopted the systen
with excellent resulta, there being no tendency to return to the old
system. Increased zeal on the part of inspectors, and more efli-
cient supervision in conjunction with the Board in each township.
A superior school in each township, to which the older pupils could
be promoted, introducing the principle of township competitive ex-
aminations, and serving, to sone degree, as a sort of Normal and
Model School for the whole township. A vote of thanks was una-
nimously passed to Mr. Turnbull for the able paper read.

A discussion ensued. The subject was considered an important
one. There were nany practical objections to the present Board
system, but there were a few obstacles in the way of changing it.
Mr. Inapector Carlyle, of Oxford, said if there was a change it
would be the emancipation of trustees and teachers. The schools
were at the mercy of local prejudice, the teachers were under the
thumb of the children, backed up by parents, and who in their turn
make the trustees back them up. Mr. Inspector Grote said he felt
very earnest on this question. If there was a ctange i the present
systeml the people would have more control over the schools than

they now had. There were not only local prejudice but local differ-
ences in having a change. He spoke of two trustees employing a
teacher two years in a school against the wishes of nine-tenths of
the people in the place. Until they could show the people the
benefit of a change, they would not get rid of the present system,
which he contended was working against the efficiency of schools,
and there was no question but the money voted for schools was
thrown away under the present system. He advocated a central
Board. Mr. Inspector Smith spoke of the arbitrariness of trustees,
and referred to the question of equalisation of the assessment in
townships for school purposes, nentioning that in one township the
people were paying nine mils towards the school, whereas in adjoin-
ing townships the people only paid one and a half mils, and had the
sanie school accommodation. Several other speakers condemned
the present system, and considered that there should be an imme-
diate change.

EXPLANATION.-Mr. McMurchy regretted very much his absence
from the meeting yesterday afternoon when certain references were
ruade, more especially with respect to the Senate of the University
to which the High School Masters had seen fit to elect him. He
now took this public opportunity of thanking them for their great
kindness in electing him to that learned body, and he would now
repeat what he mentioned in his circular sent out, namely, that he
would try to faithfully discharge his duties as the representative of
High School Masters of the High Schools of Ontario. (Applause.)

RURAL ScuooLs.-Mr. Rose, of Strathroy, Ontario, stated it was
the intention of himself and Mr. McColl to offer a prize consisting
of books of the value of $20, for the best prize essay on " The Ne-
cessity of Rural Schools." (Hear.)

TREASURER's REPORT.--The treasurer, Mr. McAllister, presented
the following report for the year 1872-73 :-Receipts deposited in
Savings Banks, $58 98 ; members' fees, $60 00 ; copies of Annual
Report sold, $22 90 ; interest on deposit, $20 00 ; Reports sold by
treasurer, $5 00 ; total, $150 08. Expenditure-Postage, Secre-
tary's account, &c., $8 78 ; printing, $49 00 ; expenîses of delegates
to Protestant Teachers' Association at Quebec, $24 00 ; gaz account,
care-taker of W. S. buildings, $7 75 ; balance in hand on deposit,
$60 55 ; total $150 08.

OFFICERs OF THE AssOCIATION. - The following officers were
chosen for the ensuing year :-President, Professor Goldwin Smith:
Vice-Presidents, J. B. Dixon, J. J. Tilley, W. Macintosh, W. W.
Tamblyn, J. Kilgour, Robert Quinn ; Treasurer, S. McAllister;
Secretary, A. McMurchy; Corresponding Secretary, J. Kirkland.

COUNCIL OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.-There was a long discussion
with respect to the manner of selecting a representative to the
Council of Public School Instruction, which will be in the presence
of the Association on the passing of the Bill to amend the Public
School Act, introduced by Mr. Mowat. Some contended that the
power of selecting a representative should be left in the hands of
the Executive Committee, whilst others maintaiued the whole
Public School section should convene for that purpose. Ultimately
it was decided by a resolution that the Chairman of the Association
should be empowered to call a meeting to take into consideration
the nomination of a candidate for the representation of the Public
School Teachers' Section of the Association. The following are the
Representative Council : - W. Watson, Weston, President; H.
Dickinson, Brantford, Secretary ; R. McQuean, Kirkwall; J.
Johnson, Cobourg; R. Macintosh, Campbellford ; W. L. Brown,
Hyde Park, Ont. ; J. Dearness, Lucan.

ATTENDANCE AT SCHOOL. -Mr. Inspector Fotheringham moved,
and Mr. McCallum seconded the following resolution :-" That the
evils of irregular attendance and non-attendance at our Public
Schools throughout the Province is of a most serious character, and
demands immediate and stringent legislation for its removal."-
Carried.

The following is a summary of the paper prepared by Mr. Fother-
ingham on the important question of school attendance. The paper
was entitled : " We in Ontario have flattered ourselves for yearl
that we possess one of the best, if not the best, school system in
the world ; but when Dr. Ryerson speaks of the 38,535 who entereé
no school in 1871, as ' an ominous and humiliating item' in oil
school statistics, he neither uses too strong language, uor does b
exaggerate the figures." To show the probable return from or
school expenditure, I have ruade several comparative estimiates )f
work done in cities, towns, and villages on the one hand, andin
counties on the other, and do not find the one nuch more satisse-
tory than the other ; but as it may be urged that private scholB
and academies in cities, &c., nay make the percentage of attenduce
or non-attendance on instruction which I may bring forwardless
reliable, I shall confine myself to statistics of counties for thipre-
sent ; and, I fear, we shall find items " ominous and humilising "
beyond what iost have dreant of. hlie school population < Ont-
aio (from 5 to 16) in the counties iu 1871 was g92,559 ; w miay,
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as ascertained by facts and calculations, add one-fourth of this
nuiber to itself to get the population from 5 to 21. This will give
1is 490,700 in the counties. The number, of all ages, that entered
echool in 1871 was 358,895. This leaves 131,804, or 27 per cent., of
the school population that did not enter any public school at all ! !
Again, nearly 40,000 attended less than 20 days in the year ; and
Over 73,000 attended under 50 days. All the education these 113,-
000 children could get in 20 or even 50 days amounts to nothing.

e niay therefore add over 22 per cent. more Io the number deri-
ýVig no benefit from the educational opportunities provided by the
public Schools. Altogether, therefore, nearly 50 per cent. of our
eoung people are not being educated at the Public Schools. But
l, addition, over 95,000 in the counties attended under 100 days,
ard 76,000 attended under 150 days. We may therefore set down
171,000, or 34 per cent. more, as being only imperfectly educated,
if regular attondance can be the test. 53,639 attended from 150 to
200 days, and 18,608 attended over 200 days. If these represent
regUlar attenders and successful students, -we have nearly 15 per
Cent. of the school population taking full advantage of the provision
ne'edful for popular instruction. To summarize, we have over

,000 young people reaping little or no advantage from our Pub-
ci Schools ; we have over 171,000 takiig only partial advantage ;

Whilst only 72,247 are attending full or nearly full time, 50 per
cent. getting little or no education ; over 34 per cent. being imper-
eCtly instructed ; and 15 per cent. or 72,000 being educated at an
anIual cost of $1,383,340. What have we to say for "this Canada
Of Ours»" now 7 " Whither are we drifting 1 " Have we not been
elaYing " school," like children, only on a gigantie scale ? Have

e not been working blindfold 1 Self-blinded ? We have borrowed
'%"d purchased on all hands. It seems a miatter of fact that our
ree schools have brought with them more irregularity and indiffer-
ce than were apparent under the rate-bill systein. That does not

iiiiply that free schools are a failure. It only proves that the ne-
eesary concomitants were not provided when the free school system
tlias introduced. Now, we think the figures given above answer in
the afâirmative the question : Our educational systeni has failed,
and terribly failed. Take, if you will, any ten young men or
WoInen, at random, who have taken a regular and ordinary course
8t a Public School, and how many of them will you find intelligent,nelt and correct in reading, speaking, and writing ? Not
ýiore than one. Hardly that. Not only do children attend
'rregularly but the instruction given lias been mostly unat-

ctIve, vague, inaccurate and valueless as a training or foundation.
causes of this " ominous and humiliating" state of matters 1

onceive to be, the indifference of parents, the frequent change of
ta&ehers the unattractive and unconfortable condition of school

oes, the employment of cheap teachers, and great distances fromschools, as well as lack of text-books, mapa, and apparatus. To
1%edy the great evil, irregular attendance, our Legislature should

act a more stringent law of compulsory attendance, with provi-
a for the appointment of a truant officer in every municipality,

hOe duty it would be to punish all parents who shall not send all
edren from seven to ten years old for six montha in the year,
4d adlI from ten to fifteen for ten months. Houses should be made

s hOnifortable and cheerful as homes. Filth, disorder, rudeness,
4Ould not be associated with the idea of the day-home of the

e.dren. They should have the mneans of social and intellectual
It.Oyinent provided as religiously as the bircli bas been in the past.

18 a shame, a disgrace, the way in which children are huddled,
toltured and smnothered in mnost of our schools even yet-dirt on the

rb, dirt on the doors and walls, dust on the desks, dust on the
on the mnaps, the windows-outhouses exposed often, and

e unfit to use, play-ground unsuitable, often mnuddy, uneven,
s0o sed-no shade trees, no play-shed-nothing but dreary, tire-
be edays, theirs at school. And why should iot the first question

IIow shall we secure a good teacher for the longest timie ?"
gO od teacher is worth his weight every year in silver, if not in

genera A good salary and a good home would make it easy, as a
be a hing, to get and keep such a man. Education should not
ed peradventure. A definite end-the thorough and universal

altioi of the rising generation-with the nlecessary mneas,
coould be made sure, so far as these are at the disposal of the
eo trY. The number from counties, cities, towns and villages who
16,r all colleges, high schools, and private schools in 1871, was
if )0,>or about three per cent. of the county population, so that
of tho sPPose two-thirds of these to be county pupils, and two-thirds

oe se to attend regularly, we have still under seventeen per cent.
oy e3to be thoroughly grounded in education. The conclusion,

fcevr atartling and however unlooked for, must therefore be
ha : e are expending all, or nearly all our energies on less than
ad prp ar'Population, and the reat are growing up im ignorance,

lg a harvest of crime and shamne for our country.
1SLoo SEcrîoN.-The followiig is a suminary of the pro-
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ceedings of the High School section, which consista of High School
Masters :-A discussion arose out of a proposal to revise that clause
of the anended constitution which relates to special meetings of
sections of the Association; and after explanation of the machinery
already provided had been given, the motion to amend was lost on
a division. A resolution was offered recommending the omission
of history as a test for admission of pupils to High Schools, but on
an intimation having been received fron the Education Office, that
this amendment to the examination scheme had already been enter-
tained, and probably" approved of by the Central Examiners,
the resolution was witlidrawn. The Higli School regulations
were considered and discussed. Mr. J. Ilunter inoved, and
Mr. Wm. Houston seconded, " That it is the unanimous opinion
of this section that the 22nd regulation, which relates to the
re-examination of pupils for admission to High Schools and
Collegiate Iistitutes, should be withdrawn." Carried. Mr.
Tamblyn moved, seconded by Mr. J. B. Dixon, that they
recommend that all Boards of Examinera for admission into the
High Schools and Collegiate Institutes, accept the papers of the
Council of Public Instruction for the examination in October next.
It was moved in amendment by Mr. W. Oliver and seconded, that
in the opinion of this section uniformn papers be prepared as pro-
posed in section 4 of the regulations ; and f urther, that such a
change be made in the law as to make this mode of procedure im-
perative, and that in the meantime H. S. section recommend the
use of said papers in October next. Amendment was declared lost
and resolution carried. Mr. D. C. Sullivan moved, Mr. J. HunÂtor
seconded, that the High School examination papers ought to be
transmitted to the Chairmen of the several High School Boards, as
the proper presiding officers of the Boards of High School Exam-
iners, and that all duties assigned in these regulations to the In-
spectors as presiding officers should devolve on the Chairman of
the High School Board. Carried. Mr. G. C. McGregor moved,
and Mr. J. Hunter seconded, that clause 9 of the regulations,
which refers to the consent of parents, should be omitted as uune-
cessary. Carried. Mr. McGregor moved, seconded by Mr. J.
Scott, that section 13 be amended so as to read, " That four exam-
inations for the admission of pupils into High Schools be held, and
that the said examinations be held two weeks after the commence-
ment of each term." Carried. Mr. T. Turnbull moved, and Mr.
H. Strong seconded, "That section 19 of the regulations be-amended
as follows : The attendance of candidates at a High School or Col-
legiate Institute will not be credited in making the appointment to
such school or institute, unless their admission be favourably re-
ported on by the ftigh School Inspectors, as being agreeable to the
regulations ; but the Head Master of the High School shall have
the power to admit pupils provisionally until the first entrance
examination thereafter." Carried.

HI1H SCHOOL BILL.-Mr. McGregor moved, seconded by Mr. J.
Scott, " That the clause of the High School Bill which provides for
the transfer of the powers of the High School Boards to municipal
corporations, ought to be expunged." Carried.

MISCELLANEoUs.-The following were elected members of the
High School Committee :-Messrs. Mills, Ballard, McMurchy,
Hunter, and Turnbull. It was resolved, on the motion of Mr.
Hunter, seconded by Mr. McGregor, " That in all intended changes
in the regulations of the Council, at least six months' public notice
be given of said changes." Mr. Scott moved, and Mr. Crosier se-
conded, " That in the opinion of this section the High School Bill
should provide for each High School a district based on a minimum
assessmnent capable of maintaining it in a state of efficiency."-
Carried. Messrs. McMurchy, Hunter and Oliver were chosen to
form a committee to present to the Council of Public Instruction
and to Government the views of the Association, as expressed in
the resolutions passed. The Association closed their session by
singing " God save the Queen. "-Globe and Mail Reports.

TOWNSHIP BOARDS.

At the recent meeting of the Middlesex Teachers' Association
the following resolution was passed :-" Resolved, that froni the
unsatisfactory mianner in which local Boards of School Trustees ad-
vance the cause of education, the teachers of the East Riding of
Middlesex would recommend the formation of township boards in
place of the local, the saine having proved beneficial to the town-
ships which have already adopted such boards."

RETURN TO SCHOOL.
A thoughtful writer, remarking upon the advance of the season

and the return of children from the country, says :-" They have had
their annual run of six weeks or two nmonths, and are proportionately
improved threby. They comne back relnctantly, with pleasant
mieniories of berrying and wading in forest brooks, but yet with
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pleasanter memories of home. What shall be done to make the
coming year happier for them 1 Does it not strike those who are
acquainted with our educational laws that they are altogether too
inflexible ? In the public schools, arithumetic is made the one stand-
ard of valuation ; in our private schools it is languages or sone-
thing of the sort. The minds of children are as varied as those of
adults, and it might be worth while to give each one opportunity for
its particular bent. The hint is thrown out for the benefit of whon
it may concern. But it is certain that the laws of culture for chil-
dren are made too uniform and inflexible."-Lonsdon Free Press.

SUNSHINY TEACHERS.

There is a demand for sunshiny teachers. Be sure you always
go to your class with a smile on your lips. By rhis we do not mean
that artificial light which plays over the face for a while, aud then
gives place to a settled gloom or seriousness. But we mean the
sweet, genuine reflection of the settled joy and peace of the heart.
A smile of this description is the charni by which you secure your
children--Bnnday-School Times.

SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS PROPOSED BY THE MATHEMATICAL EDITOR.

1. In what time could $25 amount to the same, if placed at 6 per
cent. simple, and 3 per cent. compotund interest î

By a few trials, the time is found to be between 43 and 44
years ; then by the rule of false position, the answer will be
43½, sufficiently correct.

2. V ~~s /x2 =4-962x ; Put b=4-962 ; thon we have x;-x2 =bx.

xx-4=bx; assume a6=x ; then -=a" ; and X =a 4. ·.- a

=ba4. anda-l=ba2 .·.as-ba 2 =1.-.a=17-4256, andx=27-998,

the answer.

3. The time, rate, principal, and gain at compound interest, are
equal; required the time.

Let x=each : then PIt=8 per question.
X x

p=x, r - ±, eR=1+•, t=x, S=2x
100 100

xx 1 + 2)i 2x ; divide by r ;( 1+ ) --2

By the nature of logs. we have x x (1 + X x×M=3010300
100

x x 20 30103
103000000 & M

203 4 &c. =693147
100 ¯ 2000 30000

By reversion x=8· 4 9 8 2 4 , the answer.
4. xty3=z

3 : find x, y and z.

It is evident that z3 must be equal to the suin of two cubes.
Thon the question is, to divide the sum of two given cubes
into two other cubes.

Let z =m,+1 3 , and X3 +ys=the cubes sought.

Put x=m±v, and y=n-- v. Then we have

xs =rn3+3ïr2v+2 mv2+v3.

y3=ns-3nt
2

V+
3 

m In V
2 

- - Vs. By addition.

x3+y3=m3+lb
3

+ t 2+ 3mv2 
- -V 3 -f-te m 3 +n 5

M n

Hence 3mv 2 + 3m' - V-
n~3  Ibi

Multiply each side by il and we have

3mnM+3m41=mV--fV ;
V=3mn +3m 4ln3  3mn i2n-âs_ 3mn3

-- 1 m"--n0 n3 -na.

Then x=m+ ; and y=n-- x ma-aa
m3-n 3  

n2 m3  m3 -n3 -

.Z3 + u---x --m3
mý3-na ) nïa' . ma-na

l : L 2240 29000000, or mod. of elasticity.

2901=84, .and 1= •289 inch.

The strain sufficient to produce rupture is X 67200, tel
city=-2688; .. 2688-2240=448 lbs., the additional strall
required.

1. J. R. ARMSTRONG, ESQ.

Mr. James Rodgers Armstrong, )f Whitby-another of the " ola

landmarks "-has passed away. The deceased gentleman w'as tak'3
soniewhat suddenly ill on Wednesday night, and gradually sank
until he expired on Sunday evening last, at the ripe age of 86 years.

Mr. Armstrong was born at St. John on Lake Chimplain, near

Montreal, on the 15th of April, 1787. When about twenty h
settled on a farm in Hallowell, County of Prince Edward. A feW
years later he renmoved to Picton, where lie engaged in the mercal-

tile business, and thence to Kingston. in 1822, where he remained
in business until he removed to Toronto in 1831. About 1835 ho
went back to Hallowell, staying there a couple of years, and agaif
returned to Toronto in 1837, where he continued his business until
his renioval to Whitby in 1856. ln 1835 he was elected a member
of the Upper Canada Parliament, for the County of Prince Edward,
for which he sat until the following general election. He was a
witness of rrany of the stirring events which took place before thO
rebellion of 1837, and to the subsequent political changes which
ensued, and although not an active participator in them, was a keen
impartial observer, and took a deep interest in the nany questionl5

to which those stirring times gave rise. Mr. Armstrong married
early-in November, 1806-Hannah, danghter of Dr. Dougall, Of
Picton, who survives him, and is now in ber 85th year. Of his
surviving children are two sons, James R. and John, and fivo
daughters-the latter respectively the wives of Rev. Dr Ryersonl'
Dr. Býeatty, of Cobourg ; Mr. George H, Spencer, collector of Mani-
toba ; Hon. Judge Duggan, of Toronto ; and Mr. Sheriff Reynolds,
of this county. Theadeceased also leaves one survivimg brother, Dr.
Edmund Westrop Armstrong, of Rochester-two years youngOr
than the deceased. Mr. Armstrong was a fine specimen of the Irish
Canadian gentleman. His father was a member of an old family Of
that name fron the banks of the Shannon, in the County Clare, and
who early in life emigrated to the American Colonies of that day,
and eventually settled down in Lower Canada, where, as already
stated, the subject of this notice was born. In his manner Mr.
Armstrong was modest and unassuming, kind and generouse Vo'

to a fault-and upright and honourable in all his business trans'
actions. le was a consistent member of the Wesleyan Methodis t

body, of which he becanie an adherent in the early part of his life.
Of hii it need only further be said that he lived the life of a god
Christian, and died full of years, and of hope, knowing that hlio
work was done, trusting to the merits of his Redeener--leavilg
behind him, worthy of all respect and imitation, the meinory of his
good name and high example.- Whitby Chroiicle.

2. J. L. SCHOFIELD, ESQ.

James Lancaster Schofield, born on 25th December, 1799, was i
his seventy-fourth year. His long life has been entirely spent le
these counties. For a considerable period he was engaged in the
lumbering and mercantile business. In 1836 he became Dep'-t'
Sheriff. The rebellion soon after took place, during which he col'
manded one of the Flank Companies of the Militia, and was presen,
at the battle of Windmill. He afterwards became Colonel of the
2nd battalion of Leeds and Grenville Militia, and always took $s
active interest in the service until its re-organization, when h
retired retaining his rank. He became Treasurer of these Unitea
Counties in 1846, and retained that important office until his death,
a period of twenty-seven years-Brockville Monitor.

EDUCATION. [SEPTEMBER,

5. A bar of wrought iron 150 feet long, and ½ inch square in sec-
tion, lengthens -289 inch under a certain strain ; what must
be the additional strain necessary to produce rupture 1
1=150 : strain 2 tons or 2240 lbs. gives -289
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3. MRS. BANCROFT, MONTREAL.

.- rs. Bancroft was the daughter of Hon. Nath. Jones, succes-
i'vely member of the House of Representatives and Senator of Mass-

achusetts, and niece of the Hon. Horatio Gates, member of the
Legiclative Council of Lower Canada. Her name appears in the list
Of founders of the Orphans' Asylum and Ladies' Benevolent
8 Oiety, and for over fifty years she made this city lier home, scat-
tei1ng blessings around and leaving an imperishable monument in
the hearts of grateful survivors. She was one whom to know was
to love, and with whom it was impossible to converse without
enett. When, in the financial crisis of 1835, trouble overtook the

house of which her late husband was a partner, and when one week
saw both Mr. Gates and Mr. Bancroft laid in the grave, leaving lier
a idow with the charge of five children, the eldest fifteen years of
age, lier spirit rose to the emergency, and she lived to see them
established in life, and to gladden by her presence their homes.
At One of these homes her death took place : and from another, the
1eV. Canon Bancroft's, of this city, lier reniains will, to-morrow,
be carried to Trinity Church, of which she was a member from its
!lundatioi, thence to Mount Royal Cenietery, where slumber

Peace the remains of her 'husband and children who have
eone before her. She died peacefully, after a severe illness, at the
age of seventy-four. The secret of her happiness and usefulness
Was her strong faith in God, which never deserted lier, and many
W11remeber, with thankfuliess, the influence which, as a Chris-
tl, she exerted over thiem.-Montreal Gazette.

----- s-E C---~~O ~~ -

1. INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION FOR BOYS.

der ; whereas, if he had selected a useful mechanical trade, and,
while learning that, devoted half his time to the study of the ap-
plied sciences required to acquire a profession, he would have nine
chances, to one against him, of rising to distinction and honour.
We send our sons to stand behind a counter, because we believe it
to be more honourable than standing before a work-bench ; but it
is a grave mistake. If we have the means to educate our children,
let us do it, not that they may be polished, but that they may be-
come usefully great-great in achievements which have real results
in them, and are calculated to bless all mankind. There are thou-
sands of boys of brain all over Pennsylvania who yearn for the op-
portunity to acquire a knowledge of the sciences for practical uses.
There are still other thousands misdirected in their course of life
by being encouraged to take up the professions-law, physic, theo-
logy, and merchandize-who, if afforded facilities and properly
guided, would fit theniselves for pursuits which have a higher value
in the world's economy than those in which they engage. We do
not assert that the study of the law and physics and theology is to
be discarded entirely; but we do insist that too many young men
are entering the first two professions from mistaken notions of false
pride, and that, of all the miserable men in society, a second or
third-rate lawyer or doctor is the most to be commiserated. Where
one of these rises to eminence, there are scores drudging in poverty,
who, if they had entered as engineers and draughtsmen, with the
same ainount of application it required to master the professions
referred to, would have had more of a value placed upon them than
they now possess."

CRAFT-SCHOOLs WANTED.-To remedy this aimlessness and unfit-
ness for life which our education leaves our youth, we need more
craft schools, where boys can become practical engineers, chemists,
printers, machinists, and even farmers. The machinist would be
none the worse if lie should spend his evenings over Euclid instead
of lager ; the blacksmith, if lie knew how to drive home and clinch

We heard the proprietor of a large cotton factory say, some days an argument in metaphysics as skilfully as a horse shoe nail; or

ago, ' I want fifty hands to whom I will pay a hundred dollars a the dentist, if lie could extract hidden Greek roots with the same
enth, and twice as many to whom I will pay seventy-five dollars facility as grumbling molars. Educated men would dignify any of

a flonth, and I cannot obtain them. I can obtain plenty of la- these employments, and make themu sought and not shunned by
bourers, plenty of men to do the common kinds of work about the those worthy to fill them. A man who wants to run an engine
factOry, but I cannot obtain a sufficient number of skilled work- ought to be educated for his business, just as much as a lawyer for
%en." This complaint is a universal one. Every manufacturing his profession. We are a patient and long-suffering people, or we
and inechanical establishment in the land suffers from the want of would never permit ourselves to be blown up by hundreds by ignor-
Skilled labour. This demand must be met. The people will before ant engineers, who know nothing more of the monsters which they
!O1g imanifest their wishes in this matter in such a way that those control than enough to feed thiem with wood and water, and oil up
11 authority will find it unsafe to resist them. The Press of Phila- their creaking joints ; or suffer ourselves to be sent to our graves by

delphia, of May 17th, has an article on this subject, entitled, striplings in short jackets, wlio give us arsenic for paregoric, and
The Education of Boys," to which we call attention. The Press strychnine for the elixir of life. The time is coming, and we trust

5ays -" There is no demand so pressing on the business world as not far distant, when all these positions of responsibility will be
1s that for good men to take the lead in the enterprises which are filled by men of education, and can be filled by none others ; when
1O swallowing all the money we can gather. We do not exactly ignoramuses will be obliged either to fit themselves for their pro-

14ean plodders in toil-dull and heavy workers-who have no idea posed labours, or seek other employments.-O. R. Burchard, in
that the burdens they bear can be lightened ; nor do we mean, Scribuer's for May.
9ither, on the other extreme, what is called brilliant genius, flash-
Ill and dashing men of light hearts and little refiection, who live 2. SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRY IN ENGLAND.

beirslhort hour attracted by the world's brilliancy, like the moth
efore a flickering candle, rushing in to be burned and destroyed. A Society for the Promotion of Scientific Industry lias just been

at we mean is the man of sound practical acquirements, which established in Manchester. Its object is the increase of the tech-

e.18 able to apply to the business of life : and this brings us to the nical knowledge and skill of those engaged in the various industries,
Point of our subject-the education of boys in the applied sciences. the improvement and advancenent of manufactures and the indus-

hat we want and what we must have are more schools where boys trial arts and sciences, and the general progress, extension, and
b be trained in the sciences which are invoked in the every-day well-being of industry and trade. The society is sending out

18traness of life-the polytechnic system of edueation, whicli, while artisans to Vienna to profit by the Exhibition now being held
t trains a student in the theories, also fitz him at once for the prac- there, as was done by the Society of Arts on the occasion of the
ical efforts of life. This is the education which puts a value on a Paris Exhibition, and it proposes to hold in the autum an exhi-

ng man, and all other education is worthless in the development bition of designs in textile fabrics and of fuel economisers.
Of the true and useful man. Every mechanical operation, the pur- Sir Josiah Masoi, who lias already built and endowed an or-
aits Of mining and agriculture, are now most successfully conducted phanage at Erdington, near Birmingham, at a cost of more than a
y those who understand the applied sciences. It is not the man quarter of a million, has now arranged to erect and endow a

Wh0 las read Casar or studied Cicero who is able to lead a corps of Scientific College in Birmingham, on which will probably be ex-
luers into the dark caverns of the earth, nor the man wlio trans- pended an equal amount. All the arrangements for this magmificent

ates Greek and Latin who is able to build a stalk for a furnace, gift have been coipleted. The site has been secured, and the deed
l a level for a canal, or find the true route for a railroad. The of foundation duly enrolled in the Court of Chancery. The insti-
en 'who are only beginning to gather what was lieretofore wasted, tution is to be called " Josiali Mason's College for the Study of Prac-
ho are bringing into practical use what forty years ago was re- tical Science." A preparatory school nay be added to the college,
arded as worthless, are they who have for the most part educated and the instruction to be given is strictly confined to subjects spe-
thlselves in the sciences ; but our operations have now become so cially adapted to the " practical, niechanical, and artistic require-

bast that we must at once begin to provide for the education of our ments" of the Midland District, more particularly the boroughs
0Y" to fit thiem for the highest duty in all these lines of usefulness. of Kidderminster and Birmingham. The trustees have power to

We have expended millions of dollars in building great lines of include mechanics and architecture, and all other subjects necessary
l'road in order to develop our country, and the next expenditure to carry out the objects of the founder. The site selected for the

i be in the education of boys, to fit them properly to conduct college is m Edmund Street. It is in the centre of the town and
th's doen 

andeeuain 
fbos oftte rprl ocnutclee si dn tet

'levelopmuent. In nine cases out of ten, the boy resolved to close to the Town Hall, the Central Free Libraries, the Midland

eVOte hiiself to the law, medicine, or the palpit, remains a plod- Institute, the, new Post Office, and the proposed Corporation

1873.] JOURNAL
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Buildings. The land is therefore of the greatest value, and the
founder has already laid out upwards of £20,000 on the site. Die
has also conveyed landed property producing about £600 a-year,
and there is a clause in the deed in which he states it to be his
intention to devote by his will additional funds for the use of the
oollege.-English Educational Times.

TECHNIoAL EDUcATION IN AMERICAN PUBLIC ScHOOLS.-A dvices
received at the American Bureau of Education at Washington, state
that there is a movement on foot among educators throughout the coun-
try, but especially in the New England States, to modify the present
system of education, so that it shall embrace the learning of sime useful
trade along with book studies on the part of poor children. The advo-
cates of this system point to foreign countries as a proof in poîn tof the
practicability and usefulness of the new method.

3. EDUCATIONAL ITEMS.

The friends of the Auburn (N. Y.) Theological Seminary have
succeeded in raising $225,000 for the increase of its endowment, Auburn
giving $100,000 in private subscriptions, thereby retaining the seminary
and securing $75,000 from Mr. E. B. Morgan, of Aurora, which sum
was pledged on condition that Auburn raise $100,000, and $125,000 be
obtained outside the city by the 8th of July. If this condition had not
been met, the Seminary was to have been removed to Aurora ; Mr.
Morgan agreeing to give ample grounds, put up all necessary buildings
for students and professors, fully endow a complete faculty, stock its
library and settle upon the institution such a fund as would meet all its
wants liberally.-The academical branch of Madison University is to be
put on an independent basis, under the name of Colgate Academy. John
B. Trevor, who has already done so much for the University, has recently
given $13,000, and James B. Colgate $17,000, making $30,000 towards.this
endowment. Mr. Colgate has also paid $10,000 for grounds, and has
pledged $50,000 more towards the erection of a suitable building now in
progress. Thus these two gentlemen alone give $90,000 to the enter-
prise. -An English gentleman in Calcutta vehemently contradicts the as-
sertion of Dr. Murray Mitchell that " te effects of secular education in
India are most lamentable, and have resulted in a terrible spread of im-
morality." He declares with emphasis that the secular education given,
for instance, at the Calcutta University has not lowered but raised the
standard of morality among those influenced by it. A native judge says
that this education has done more to raise that standard than any other
civilizing agency imported from Europe. It would seem that the right
way to make Christians of Buddhists is not to inflict forcibly upon them
a religious education they would very much rather not have.

-DTERIoRATION IN AMERicA-N TEAcuER.-An American Superin-
tendent's report speaks of the almost universal want of thorough
teachers. " While hundreds," it says, " can be found who will keep
school, the'number is comparatively emall who are able to teach a school.
In some localities very little heed is given to this fact, even if it be
accepted as a truth. Elections are held and places are given in obedience
to a systemu which characterizes our politics. As a consequence, incom-
petency thrives, merit is given the go by, and the business of instruction
is put to shame."

LEIPZIo UNIvERrrY.-The figures of the last session of Leipzig
University show a total attendance of 2,650, of whom 894J are natives
and 1,756 foreigners. Of these, 761 left, and the remaining 1,889 have
been increased by 831. The total now is thus 2,720, namely, 931
natives and 1,783 foreigners. Amongst 421 theological students, 152
are Prussians, or nearly as many Prussians study theology at Leipzig as
at Berlin. Students go to Leipzig from all the German States. Bavaria,
which sends 3 to Berlin, sends 37 to Leipzig ; Baden sends 19, and only
3 to Berlin,; and Wurtemburg 31, while it also gives 3 to the capital.
Leipzig attracts considerable numbers from Austria and Switzerland ;
but Berlin has a larger number of students from America and Asia, and
more from France, Greece, Sweden and Norway.

MR. MATTHEw ARNOLD reports this year, for the firat time, in hio
quality of inspector of schools in London, on the public elementarl
schools of the Westminster division. He expresses a hope that
Latin will ultimately be adopted as a part of the regular instructiO0
in the upper classes of all elementary schools. " Of course I mean,
ie says, " Latin studied in a very simple way ; but I am more
and more struck with the stimulating and instructing effect upon
a child's mind of possessing a second language, in however limited
a degree, as an object of reference and comparison." He institute
a comparison between British and Wesleyan schools on the 0 0n
hand and national schools on the other which is worth mentioniig-
In British and Wesleyan schools there is more of self-governmelt,
and of the life and vigour which accompany self-government, thai
in national schools ; and Mr. Arnold explains this by the fact that
the former schools are created and managed by the class which uses
them, while national schools are in general created for the class
which is to use thein by people above it.

IV. tu n .

1. COUNTRY CHILDREN.

Little fresh violets
Born in the wildwood,

Sweetly illustrating
Innocent childhood!

Shy as an antelope,
Brown as a berry,

Frec as the mountain air,
Romping and merry!

Blue eyes and hazel eyes
Peep from the hedges,

Shaded by sun-bonnets
Frayed at the edges I

Up in the apple trees,
Heedless of danger,

Manhood in embryo
Stares at the stranger.

Ont in the hilly patch,
Seeking for berries ;

Under the orchard tree,
Feasting on cherries ;

Tramping the clover-blooms,
Down 'mong the grasses;

No voices to hinder them,
Dear lads and lassies.

Dear little innocents,
Born in the wildwood;

Oh, that all little ones
Had such a childhood!

God's blue spread over them,
God's green beneath them;

No sweeter heritage
Could we bequeath them.

-Rural New Yorker.

2. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

Dr. Russell, it is generally known, is on very good ternis with
the Prince of Wales, but he can hardly be suspected of idle flattery
of the Prince im a letter imtended for an Ainenican journal. Yet i'
his correspondence with the New York Times he writes as follows:-

'l Fw peplein Eglad even are aware of the depitrs AO
- EDUcATION IN AUSTRALIA.- The education qiestion seems to have been by the Prince of Vales in the politices of his country in its externo1

solved very satisfactorily in Australia. The Melbourne papers, in glowing relations. He carries on an immensc correspondence with the great
terms, describe the successful workring of the new School Act, whicn came
into operation on the lst of January last. Attendance is compulsory, edu- people of Europe, and if the fors of our Govorument and the
cation free and non-sectarian, the denominational training of the youth not jealousy of the House of Couinions did not prevent is direct pee
being undertaken in the public schools. Catholics and Protestants, the ticipation in affairs, ho would be the most valuable Minister .10j
citizens and the people in the rural districts, the rich and the poor have all portefeuille of our Foreign Secretary or Prime Minister. There ie
gone into the matter heartily. Had they not been prepared to do so, had not a minister, a man of note in Europe, with whon he is not Petnot public opinion been ripe on the subject, great difficulties would have oc- - . . . so-
curred, owing to the attendance being compulsory. The Catholic leaders sonally acquamted, and hie wonderful ight into personal char
exercise great influence in Australia, and have helped to carry out this great ter serves him better than a long apprenticeship to blue books a
reform. It is, however, more satisfactory to the laity than to the clergy. papers does other men. In the Russian question he is most deeP1

The laity are anxious to see their sons take a front rank in all walks of life, interested, and aitong the gjétes of his position there is perhaPo
and it is stated that they pronounce the publie schools far superior to the none that lie feels more than his inability to pay a visit to
old denominational schools.-Montreal Star. Empire of India." This gives a nobler idea of the heir appare"t

- SABBAT SCHOOL CONvENTION.-The Committee of the Sabbath than people have usually formed, and especially does it differ fro
School Association of Canada has decided te hold the next convention the portrait usually to be found in the correspondence of Unitee
of Sabbath School Teachers for Ontario and Quebec in Shaftesbury Hall, States journals. But we believe it to be one nearer the truth, an
Toronto, on the 21st and two, following days of October. we compliment the Tilènes on the change.
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SUBJECTS OF EXAMINATION FOR THE ADMISSION OF PUPILS TO HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGIATE

INSTITUTES.

(Prescribed by he Council of Public Instruction on the Twentieth day of May, and approved by Ris Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, on the Second day of June, 1873.)

THE SUBJECTS OF EXAMINATION for admission to the High Schools or Collegiate Institutes shall be the same as those prescribed
for the first four classes of the Public Schools, but for pupils intended for the classical course, the entrance test in Arithmetic shall be
the standard prescribed for the third class in the Public Schools, and the following subjects of the fourth class shall be omitted,
Viz.:-Christian Morals, Animal Kingdom, and Elements of Chemistry and Botany.

EXTRACTS FROM THE PROGRAMME OF COURSE OF STUDY FOR PUBLTC SCHOOLS (to 4th Class).

N.B.--Th1e Italies show the Subjects of Examination for entrance to the Bigh Schools and Collegiate Institutes.

FIRST CLASS.

First and Second Reading Books

First and Second Reading Books'

Letters of Alphabet and Simple1
Words.

Arabie Notation to 1,000 ; Ad
dition and Subtraction; Sim-
ple questions in Mental Arith-
netic.

SECOND CLASS.

Third Reading Book, to p. 164.

Third Reading Book, to p. 164,
additional, and Spelling Book

Simple Words.

Arabic Notation to 1,000,000,1
and Roman Notation to M.
Arithmetical Tables; Simple
Rules; Reduction; Simple
questions in Mental Arith-
metic.

THIRD CLASS.

Third Reading Book.

Third Reading Book, additional,
and Spelling Book.

Capitals and Words neatly and
legibly.

*Arabic and Roman Notation to,
four periods; (Compound Rules,
Least Common Multiple and
Greatest Common Measure; and
Vulgar Fractions to Reduction
inclusive; Mental Arithmetic.

FOURTH CLASS.

Fourth Reading Book to p. 244.

Fourth Reading Book to p. 244,
additional, and Spelling Book.

Neatly and legibly.

†Principles Arabi and Roman
Notation, Vulgar Fractions,
Derimal Fractions, Simple Pro-
portion with reasons of rulea,
Mental Arithmetwi.

GrRAMMAR............... .Pointing ont the Nouns, Verbs, Parts of Speech. Gender, per- Principal Orammatical Forms
Adjectives, Adverbs, Pro- son, and number of Nouns; and Defnitmios; Analysui of
nouns and Prepositions, on Comparison of Adjectives; Simple Sentences; Parsing Sim-any page of Second Reader. Separating Simple Sentences pie Sentences.

into their two essential parts.

eoXPOSITION ........... Simple Sentences, orally and in Simple sentences of any kind, Simple and Complex Sentences-
Writing; Short descriptions orally or in writing; Short orally or in writing; (ram-
of simple objects. descriptions of simple objects. matical changes of Construc-

tion; Short Narrative or Des-
cription ; Familiar Letters.

________-____- 1 __- -_- - to1 SotNrrtv rD

GRAPHy ............ Cardinal points of compass. Definitions. Map of World ge- Map of Canada generally. Mapa of Europe, Asia and Afri-
Map definitions and map no- nerally. Maps of America ca. Maps of Canada and On-
tations. and Ontario. tario.

DRAWING ... On Slates. On Slates. On Slates and Blackboard. Outline of Maps, common objecta
on paper.

* Arithmetic Examination for entrance to Classical Course. t Arithmetic Examination for entrance to English Course.

SUBJECT.

RaADING ................

sPELLING ...............

WRITING ................

ARITHMETIC ............

C
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COUNCIL OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION FOR ONTARIO.

The vacancies in the Council of Public Instruction having
been filled up by His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, the members of that body as now constituted are as
follows -

REV. E. RYERSON, D.D., LL.D., Chief Superintendent.
VERY REV. H. J. GRASSETT, B.D.
REV. JOHN JENNINGS, D.D.
MOST REV. JOHN J. LYNCH, D.D.
REv. JOHN MCCAUL, LL.D.
HON. W. MCMASTER.
VENERABLE T. B. FULLER, D.D.
WILLIAM MCCABE, Esq., LL.D.
HAMMELL M. DEROCHE, Esq., M.A., M.P.P.
JAMES MACLENNAN, Esq., M.A., Q.C.

SUGGESTIONS TO CORRESPONDENTS OF THE

DEPARTMENT.

1. Letters should be addressed to the " Education Office,"
or "Education Department," and not to the " Normal School,"
which is a Branch of the Department, having its own letter-box
at the Post Office.

2. Application for Maps, Apparatus, Prize or Library Books
should (as stated on the face of them) be accompanied with
the remittance named in the application. It should not be en-
closed in a separate envelope, unless the fact is specially noted
on the application. Very often the application (stating that a
certain sum is enclosed) comes in one envelope and the money
in another. This discrepancy should not occur without an ex-
planation being given in the letter. The Post Office authorities
do not now allow the form of application filled up to pass
through the post as printed matter.

3. The name of the Post Office of the writer, or School Sec-
tion, should invariably be mentioned in the letter. Frequently
letters are received without either the date or post office being
given in them.

4. Letters are often posted and registered at one office, while
another one is mentioned in the letters themselves. This fact
should be noted in the letter by the writer, otherwise the dis-
crepancy causes confusion and inconvenience in the letter
registry of money receipts.

INTER-COMMUNICATIONS IN THE "JOURNAL."

As already intimated, a department is always reserved iii the
Journal of Education for letters and inter-communications be-
tween Inspectors, School Trustees and Teachers, on any
subject of general interest relating to education in the Pro-
vince. As no personal or party discussions have, ever since the
establishment of the Journal, appeared in its columns, no letter
or communication partaking of either character can be admitted
to its pages ; but, within this salutary restriction, the utmost
freedom is allowed. Long letters are not desirable ; but terse
and pointed communications of moderate length on school man-
agement, discipline, progress, teaching, or other subjects of

general interest are always acceptable, and may be made highly
useful in promoting the great objects for which this Journal
was established.

THE NEW MAP OF THE DOMINION.

We are glad to state that the new and revised Map of the
Dominion bas now been published, and is ready for delivery.

The trustees of High and Public Schools, who have sent in
their order for the map, will have them sent as soon as possible,
either by express to themselves, or (to save expense) in some
cases, in large parcels, to the Inspectors.

Due notice will be sent to the different schools when their
maps are ready to be despatched,

EXAMINA TION PAPERS.

The sets of Examination Papers used in the Normal School
during the 20th, 21st, 22nd, 23rd and 24th Sessions can be sent
free of postage on receipt of 30 cents each. Those of the 25th,
26th, 27th, 28th, 31st, 33rd, 36th, 38th, 39th, 40th, 41st, 42nd,
43rd and 44th Sessions, at 40 cents each, and those of the 45th,
47th and 48th Sessions, at 50 cents each.

The entire sets of Examination Papers for First, Second and
Third Class Teachers for July 1871, or July 1873, neatly
stitched, can be sent free of postage on receipt of 60 cents per
set. Those used at the County Examinations for Second and
Third Class Teachers for July 1871, July 1872, December 1872,
or July 1873, can also be sent, free of postage, on receipt of 50
cents per set.

SCHOOL REQUISITE SPECIALTIESI
Myers' Zones of the Earth. A set of 10 Coloured Tablets, shew-

ing the productions of the Zones. In Portfolio, with De-
scriptive Handbooks, price ......................... $5 00
Pictures for Elementary Instruction- Useful Plants-in
two parts. Book fori, with Handbooks ...................... 4 00

Balfour's Botany. Set of 4 Charts ...................................... 10 00
Prang's Natural History Series for Schools. A set of 206 Pie-

tures of Animals and Plants, represented in their Natural
Colours, and arranged for instruction with Object Lessons. 10 50

Oliver & Boyd's Object Lesson Cards on the Vegetable King-
dom. A set of 20 cards, with Mounted Natural Specimens.
P rice in box .................... ... .. ................................... 5 50

Hawkins' Comparative View of the Anitaal and Human Frame.
In book form . Price............ ...................................... 1 95

Cutler's Anatomical Plates. Set of 8 Coloured Charts........... 10 00
Do. Do. Do 10 Do. Do. ........... 12 50

Human and Comparative Anatomy. A set of 9 Charts.
Price.... ........ . ............ .. .......................... 1 00

Johnson's Indestructible Charts.
Set of 10 Philosophical Charts, with Illustrated Key......... 20 00
Chart of the Solar System........ .................... ...... 3 50

Morrison's Skeleton Chart of Ancient History..... ........... 2 00

Taylor's Sovereigns of England............... ........................... 1 50

Malcolm's Royal Family of Great Britain .............................. 1 50

Mechanical Powers. Hardwood frame, having 3 sets of Pulleys,
2 sets Brass Weights, Levers, Capstan, Screw, Inclined
Plane, Wedge in Sections, &c. Price; with Descriptive
Card and Box ......... ............................... 17 50

TABLET READ1NG SHEET LESSONS.

Being the First Book of Lessons in Tablet form, in
thirty-three sheets, 75 cents (By post, postage
paid)................................................... Price $1 00

Mouiited on 17 sheets of thin cardboard ............ " 2 00
Mounted on 17 sheets of stiff cardboard, varnished. " 4 00
Mounted ou 33 sheets of stiff cardboarl, varnished. " 6 00

The hundred per cent. is allowed on thoso and the G eography
sbeets.

PRINTED SHEETS FOR SCHOOLS.

The New Programme . . ...........
The New Limit Table . ...........
A Blank Tine Tabl .. .........
D uties of Pupils ............................ I
The Ten Conmandiiients...... ....... ...
Library Regulations ... ............ j
List of authorized Text Books ...........
Merit Cards and their uses ...............
Hints on constructing Time Tables......
Departmental Notices ....................

Large
Sheets.

Small
Sheets.

Q 12

Q
-4~ Q
Q ~
~J2 ~

U2~

Q e4-~
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